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PART I: SOCIAL FACT
A N

A S S U N PTIONS

1. PROBLEMS AND PANACEAS



"Most of the one hundred thousand Indians of
this province are living in dire poverty. A high
percentage are unemployed and are educationally and
socially unequipped to obtain and hold a job. Little
real effort has been made to help the Indians develop
now indostries to replace the declining industry of
hunting and trapping. It has been easier to give
relief than to develop industries,"

The Royal Bank of Canada, in its Monthly Letter
(Febru ry,_ 1966) quotes with agreement this statement
from a 1964 brief of the Ontario Division of the Indian-
Eskimo Association of Canada. Yet the conditions
referred to here, only now beginning to be understood
and appreciated, persist in spite of millions of dollars
expenditure intended to alleviate distrss and change
things for better.

"A great opportunity brilliantly di5841sed as
an insoluble problem". This is how John W. Gardner
characterized ['is flew task when he entered the Johnson
Administration as Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare. He might have been referring to the Indian
question in North America, or in Ontario, or in Kenora
er in Cornwall) or in Toronto. Certainly there is a
problem, as we shall soon see. But whose problem is
it? Those who see that Indians are not motivated to
work, to be thrtftyl to attend school, apparently see
it as an Indian problem,

Indian spokesmen see it quite differently.
There is the fatalistic lament of an old Indian who
said "Once we Were men". Things are not what they
were and he does not say how or Why, There are others
who see, as one Indian writer put it, "the Indian
as an anonymous face in the crowd, invisible, alienated
from the main stream of our Utopian Canadian society...
Yet these are the men who once had a .way of life,
language, culture/ religion- and a sense of values which
were very unique, -We Can.-never imagine what civilization.,
what cUlture, what cities and towera might have been. All
this was squeezed out. of 'the Indian nation in the- same
way juice is squeezed out of ..Etra orangie...Now.you have
named the .residue. the Indian problem,..-and you wonder.
what .tp..do with it." (Laval1e4; 1967.)

In her address,- Mrs,---Lavalle left-little. doubt
that there was a problem, that-the white man had-created
it, but _both sides must work at .it now.- There-Are

,
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still other Indians who, perhaps unconsciously, use
passive resistance to efforts at amelioration. They
go limp when a new policy is announced, for they know
in advance it has a trick behind it, not visible to
the Indians' eye, but there, nevertheless. One Indian
leader described this point of view:

"They believe -diat if the white man were
to give North America back to the Indian
with all its real estate just as it stands,
there would still be a gYeat debt to be
paid."

yot often would the case be stated so strongly
in public and in this case the speaker was revealing
how others felt. He, himself,.did not hold these
extreme views) indeed there is not a coherent Indian
position, a r..-int of view. There is no Indian party,
no strong uni(in binding many disparate points of view
into a single voice. These Indians have no Ghandi, or
Nehru. Relatively.few in number, with great
regional and language differences, they lack the resources
to create a strong organization. The result is that
building any-solid combination of forces within the
Indian community is slow and arduous.

Under these conditions the Indian people are
particularly vulnerable to two kinds of "help". First,
there is the enveloping and stultifying effects of
governmental support, over which their control is
limited. Second, there are the local messiahs, and little
sects and cults that spring up here and there, each
offering panacea to dependency, alcoholism, poverty.
Whatever the evil, the messiah will attack it. For some
the schools cause the problem; for others moving to the
city is bad; for others failure to leave the reserve
is responsible for ill effects4 each forming a little
group, each making Promises and raising hopes. All
the while, in spite of government spending, in spite
of messiahs, in spite of research, and new proposals,
the problems persist. What then is the solution?

One joins the problem-solving chorus with
hesitation. It is particularly sobering, after having
studied the proposals others have made, to agree that
they are sensible enough. Indeed the work that is going
ahead now to ameliorate the situation is what one would
prOpose, it'it were not already being done. Yet the

5



good ideaL, the new innovations are often splendid on
paper, but put forward too late, too timidly, tried
once for the sake of publicity then dropped before
the results could be tested. In short, the good ideas
are not applied with a flare. They do not catch
anyone's attention. Their failure, when one thinks
of the millions spent, is puzzling. WaS something
forgotten in the elaborate programme? Pr-rhaps it is
a small but essential item (such as genuine participation
by Indians in the planning). The big, more obvious and
more costly ingredients have all been provided for. If
we had been baking a cake we would say that the baking
powder has been forgotten, for the cake is as flat as a
plate.

The conventional solution to the Indian
situation, the popular panacea, is education, but we
see little evidence that the approaches now in vogue
will bring about significant changes soon enough to be
useful. A new approach is needed. It is for-Tas new
approach, or at very least an approach to an approach,
that we seek in this study. If the small single
ingredient, the haking powder, can be identified, then
the larger items will be found, and will fit into place.

What is being done now or what is on the
drawing boards, should go on. But the way it is done
should change. The relationship between helped and
helper should somehow be reversed. The Indian Problem
is Ontario's problem. Let us hope the Indians can help
us solve it.

Education could be the bond through which a
partnership could be forced between the Indian, who has
far to go, and the majority group, who must learn the
hard lesson of humility for a job badly done to a once
proud people.



The Indian group in Ontario is numerically
small with about 50,000 registered Indians, with an
additional number probably another 50,000 who are not
reastered but who can be culturally identified as
Indian. It is a relatively small group, only about .08%
of the Ontario population. But it is-not a population
likely to disappear. On the contrary, the birth rate
is the highest of any ethnic group; for the province
as a whole, 112-0 are under 5 years of age, while for the
Indian it is l7. (See Appendix for more data.)

Most of them are segregated in reserves in
isolated territories, in:urban slums, or in shacks
outside mining and tndustrial centres. A very small
part of this group, the numbers unknown, has moved into
the middle class and have white collar occupations in
OUP cities and tYwns. It is estimated one hundred school
teachers of Indian origin are employed in metropolitan
Toronto, more than all the Indians teaching in federal
schools in Ontario. But this small group we must
ignore in this study except to say it is too small,
too little known to give children now in school
effective incentives.

It is the poor Indian who must engage our
interest. The isolation, poverty and low social status
tend to retain the population artificially in con-
centrated pockets, where conditions we have come to
know are perpetuated and worsened. It is true there
are few full blooded Indians in Ontario today.
A number, perhaps a majority, could "pass" in a
Caucasian society without the colour identification
obtruding. * Yet for most of these who do pass, this is
no solution. Passing leaves a sense of betrayal of a
social legacy. They prefer to have their origin known,
and to have it known proudly. Most Indian persons,
however light skinned, when they wish to distinguish the
majority group, w111 use the popular labels one hears in
any Indian meeting. "We are Indians, they are white

On the other hand the majority group, either
when attempting to do good in the over-solicitous way
that too often accompanies calculated acts of charity'
or in the more brutal language of the street corner or
the school ground, the racial label is there, explicit
or implicit, to injure and scar the one receiving this
perjoritive word. Even the cLassroom, informants tell
us is not free of invidious ethnic comparisons-. They

*It is s riking how the original designations of
redskin and paleface survive in modern nomenclature.

7
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will recount, without much Promoting, that the stereo-
types of lazy, dirty, drunk, are freely handed out. Hiddle
class Indians, immaculately dressed when they go into a
ber, must brace themselves for slights and taunts from
persons, who, in a more sober mood, would avoid all
contact. Indian women are particularly vulnerable to such
chance remarks, especially in northern towns.

It is in the context of the social realities
that education policy must be conceived. Education cannot
concern itself either with preparation for work and
citizenship, or the classical goals of personal lib-
eration and individual enrichment, without facing the
social environment which has formed students of all ages,
without considering where they are to go as they leave
the classroom each day, as they graduate, or drop out.
Such considerations may be avoided when considering the
middle class student, though many would say they should
not; for the Indian student consideration of the whole
person (himself and his milieu) is a condition, a
mandat ry condition of effectiveness.

The environment of the student must be changed
and the past is part of his environment. This cannot be
changed but we must try to alter and bring more close
to the truth the oral, written and visual record. The
present must be changed. With improvements in home and
community; improvements in housing, diet, recreation
opportunity, income and freedom from the thralldom of
dependency. These are the elements out of which family
life will be changed. Second to the family is the
school in its claim upon the child, in its potential
use to the adult. The school must be changed - a for-
midable task since it is now a subsystem caught up and
operated by interlocking arrangements between a series of
immensely powerful provincial, municipal and professional
bureaucracies.

Where the student is on a treaty basis, there
is the additional fact of federal involvement. It is
the source of additional resources it is true, resources
that Ontario has not seen fit to make available to
non-treaty Indians. But it is another government,
another elaborate bureaucratic chain of command5 =other
structure to allow for overlap, (and underlap ), buck
passings and jurisdictional squabbling.

The necesty for changes in the school and
hence in its controlling bureaucracies ts essential. We
hear much about the need to motivate Indian students and
parents toward high attainment in the school. The under-



lying thesis in this paper is that the change must
first come in the educational institutions. It is here
that motivation must be evidenced in concrete changes.
Change is in the air in Ontario schools, and the proposals
now being laade are such as to benefit Indian students.
But we must make a realistic prognosis of the speed with
which these changes are to be made, and the possible
effects on Indian students. In this paper we will make
a number of recommendations in teacher training,
curriculum planning and resources, school control. None
of these are original; some were made years ago. Mean-
while, another generatIon of children has moved into the
schools from homes where an uncounted number of parents
are functionally illiterate, where English, if spoken at
all, is a second language.

Can one entertain a realistic hope that these
changes will be implemented on time, and in time to he
effective? We think not. As a consequence we are
suggesting, besides the more routine and obvious changes,
other courses of action. These are suggested for two
reasons.

First it is thought that action in the private
sectors can be put in motion more quickly, and applied
more precisely on the sensitive areas where change is
most needed. Public or governmental services can follow up
and incorporate lessons learned and gains made in these
sectors. The private venture is flexible, can easily
be dropped without maintaining a residual structure long
after it has outlived its usefulness.

Second, the changes that are -xpected and
required are such that there is ne visrble cause and
effect relationship. There is no way of knowing, or
showing that changes Ay B and C are linked to school
Performance, much less to the less easily measured but
critically important question of majority acceptance
of Indiana. The Indianpeople carry a large measure
of hostility and resentment to the white manta world.
They see the school as a. deviCe to control their thinking
and_win away their children to-an alien world.* The
Indian leaders will need a visible and symbolic mani-

.

festation of the white manfs generosity of Purse, and
magnanimity of spirit to accompany the other necesSary

One exception is in the Six Nations Schools in the
Brantford area, where all, or almost all teachers
are Indian.





but le drar atic changes which are recommended.*
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We do not speak of restitution of something
wrongfully taken, nor expiation of guilt, but only of
a large minded symbolic act of trust and friendship.
Yet there is an obligation, as the Royal Bank of Canada
Yews Letter (February, 1966) puts it. Ne newcomers
took the land of the native people. Whether it was a
good thing or not; whether it was inevitable in the march
of history or not: these are ifrelevant. We took their
land, disrupted their way of life, ruined their way of
livelihood, and undermined their culture. We are challenged
to discharge our obligation to them."

As a codicil, almost as a footnote to the fore-
going, a word of warning and qualification. The Indians
of Ontario, representing less than 1% of the population,
do not loom so large demographically (as do the Negroes
of Alabama, or Mississippi) that a threat of "Indian
power" hangs over the future political life of the
province. Yet the manner of this grouping in certain
areas of the province gives them a good deal of leverage
at election time, if they chose to vote en bloc. The
franchise exercised this way is not condoned in a
democracy, for it opens the door to many forms of
exploitation. Yet it is a minority's middle weapon.
The ultimate weapons which much smaller minorities than
this can use, with paralyzing effect, must also be
considered as alternatives to swift and generous action.
There are many weapons of attack arid withdrawal. So far
the Indian has shown himself adept at withdrawal - the
stoop, the hooded glance, the abject agreement to official
Proposals, alcoholism, the maintenance of traditional
languages, the persistence of nativistic religious practices.
Not often are these practised deliberately or manipulated
consciously by sophisticated leaders. These are the
latent weapons of withdrawal. The Sons of Freedom, a
mere 2000 persons in British Columbia, representing a fraction
of the population of the province have shown the impact of
more skillful use of passive resistance. Hunger strikes
sit down or coup in operations and incendiarism are all
self-inflicted wounds which the powerful state can not
easily combat unless it uses completely totalitarian
me thods

Ontario is in the happy position, before it is too
late to be able to plot a magnanimous course ahead. It willnot
cost much more than is now being spent with little effect.

* The American people, through their government,
took certain actions in Hiroshima, such as we propose.
In contrast the Germans have made no ,such large gesture
to the Jews, nor have the governments of British Columbia
and Canada taken any such action to the Japanese who were
"relocated" by force from the west coast in 1942.

_



A MINORITY NOT LIKE THE REST

A plan to integrate Indian children in the schools
has an imnlicit assumption about the status of the Indian
groups in Ontario. This is that they should be gradually
assimilated into white soc'ety. Officials will deny that
this is so, but what evidence is there that in the educ-
ational enterprises available for examination that there are
other goals? Our view is that assimilation is at variance
with the foundation on which Canadian society has been
established, that minorities have an immense resistance
to assimilation, and that much is te be gained from
encouraging rather than discouraging minorities. (Sim,
1959). Since the Indian group is a minority not like
the rest, this contention is greatly strengthened.

This disinclination to deal with minority groups
as minority groups in the schools is undoubtedly founded
on good political sense. The majority group in the pro-
vince will not brook a system of public education; will
not pay fer a system which recognizes minority rights.
lorivate and separate schools, whether they are based on
religious or cultural differences, are net illegal. They
ara permitted provided there is no charge to the taxpayer.
This position, we say, is based on good political sense.
We suspect that because the powerful majority will not support
a more liberal policy, either toward supporting ethnically
separate schools, or toward giving them substantial
recognition within the state system. This fact, of benign
intolerance to the emotional and humane needs of the
minorities,must be established as a solid appurtenance
in the social landscape of Ontario, before we can
properly assess the prospects for the education of
Indians in Ontario. It is the insistence upon Anglo-
conformity * throughout the history of education in
Gntario which makes it difficult to foresee how the
Indian question can be dealt with effectively.

The powerful and wealthy minorities can find a
way to separation. For a long time the big private
schools have been offering culturAlly selective environ-
ments for a child from an upperemiddle -and upper class

* This phrase comes from the Coles, and while it referred
to American Secietveit seetht to-apply equally:te Ontario
despite eur bicultural heritage., eSeeCeleand Cele, 1954,
Chapter 6.
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home. Some of these are operated with denominational
religious sponsorship. Academically these are perhaps
not superior to the better state schools. What then
is their justification? got since, the days of Grant
of Upper Canada, and McCulley of Pickering do we_ hear
public utterances justifying them because they experi-
ment with new methods. They seem noW to serve several
uses. They have a welfare function for children from
well-to-do homes that are, for some reason, unsuitable
for child rearing. They offer a haven -tor children who
cannot survive in the largo state schools. And then
they provide a place where useful friendships and
differential behaviours, including an unmistakable
accent, can be acquired.

Other groups, usually with strong religious
or ethnic convictions, are willing to "pay twice" to
maintain a private school system. They may be fully
organized boarding schools. They mey bee day schools.
They may only offer after 4 o'clock or weekend exposure
to specialized instruction in language, religion or
cultural inheritance. For many of these groups the
maintenance of a private school is a heavy financial
burden, but it is accepted in the belief it is the only
means of cultural survival. It is the only way of
replenishing and maintaining group membership. If these
groups ere already in the middle class, if they do not
suffer heavy occupational disabilities, if they are not
visibly different, then the group memberships would
easily be dissipated through inter-marriage and
indifference to the norms of the sub-culture.

These private schools are an elaborate and
expensive device to opt out of the state system. They
are maintainod, usually at the expense of parents,
although Children's Aid Societies continue to send some
of its wards to private schools. The charges are not
made to the taxpayer, but ultimately it must be seen
as a social cost. What of other minorities who are too
poor, too divided ideologically, too dispirited, too
lacking in leadership to resist the state system with
its dominant mideee class orientation. They do
resist covertly by apathetically preparing their childr n
for school, by allowing for an inferior performance at
school. But this apathy of parents and children must
not be taken as an indication that it is "their fault"
they are_ doing badly in school. Apathy is their last sure
weapon, lacking other means or skills to change the school
system itself. As it is costly to society, a humiliating
failure for the schools, and a limiting and stultifying
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experience for the child. Let us examine this asPect
of school performance. The usual tendency to look at
the performance of the child is necessary, but
the school system must also be evaluated more closely,
since the Indian child is manifestly affected by the
school's capacity to deal with poor children.

The lowerclass handicap has been examined in a
variety of studies relating to school performance and
environment. Further, it has been established within
certain limits that deprivation in the form of inadequate
school buildings in lower-class districts, hostile at-
titudes on the part of teachers, school administrators and
beards, results in loss of true educational equality.
(see Davis, 1941; Reissman, 1963, Jones, 1966). Stand-
ardized intelligence (ICI) tests which attempt to measure
inherited or fixed intelligence or ability, have been
widely used in an attempt to fit the child into a
standardized curriculum. But even here this supposed
objective scientific type of text has been shown to
carry unwittingly significant "class biases" which tend
to down grade the child who has net been brought up in
an environment where pencils., papers books, and even
working against time have been part of the cultural
environment of the child. This fact has been emphasized
by a research worker in the Canadian Teachers Federation.

"The largest disadvantage is in the home.
In its own way, the home is an educational agency.
Thus a home where there is poverty, disease, in-
difference, a hand-to-mouth existence and a sense
of defeat can hardly prepare a child for a pro-
ductive schoo7 life. In other wo-'ds, he is apt
to be a poor reader and a pool-ly motivated student.
The school programme which assumes a certain level
of general knowledge from its students, may require
from him a degree ef understanding which is outside
his experience. Thus, while he receives a programme
of instruction which is equal to that given all the
children, it may not give him equality of opportunity,
since he is not equally ready for this programme.

'Moreover, his disadvantage may be compounded
by streaming in the schools. The IQ tests employed
in streaming measure net only ability, but also,
to some deg.eee socio-economic status as well;
that is to say, they tend to favour children from
middle elass ba kgrounds." f(hannon, 1964, p. 15)
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Values of the cultur lly privileged" (and most
teachers come from the middle class) tend to be imposed,
often unintentionally, on lower-class children. Such
things as cleanliness, politeness, punctuality, which
are stressed in schools may have little meaning for slum
children, except to sharpen their feeling of inferiority.

"The disadvantaged child may be offered
a less demanding and more limiting programme
which does not necessarily reflect his true
Potential. Where both home and school create
barriers of this nature many children can be
marked off as early drop-outs from the day
they enter school." (lbid, p. 19)

The Indian children are different from other poor
children, and other children from minority groups. Some
of these children are different because they have legal
rights under Treaty arrangement. Those without legal
rights have moral claims for some consideration, when it
is realized that they lack these riahts often by "errors
in bookkeeping", as one Indian put it. Leaving aside the
question of moral right for a moment, the children with
Treaty status do lave a separate school system by right.
This, however, is disappearing as the numbers increase
of those admitted to integrated schools. For most of
the children today with Treaty status, this option is now
no longer available to them. It may or may not be true
that federal schools have in the past shown an inferior
performance and their graduates have been less suceessful
in occupations off the reserve, * but if graduates of
integrated schools perform better in school and after
leaving school, is this due to the one variable: mix:ed
classes as opposed to all-Indian classes. There are other
variables as well: the quality of the teaching and equip-
ment and the location of the reserve (is it near cities or
is it isolated?)

The condition of the Indian in Ontario, if
measured by the commonly accepted yardsticks of progress
and well-being, is so poor that it is almost impossible
to believe that he could have arrived by accident at such
Iow levels of income, health, and edu ational attainment.

Dining axamined this question in detail for one
group of Indian students but the findings were not
conclusive. Dilling, 1965).



Yet to say that t'ir deprivations were deliberately
engineered by the high-minded agencies who have assumed
custodial responsibilities leads to implications that
are difficult to face. That descendants of men who once
occupied this continent, who once ruled themselves, who
had a coherent understanding cf the world and man's place
in it, should be in custody at all requires explanation.
Tne answer that it is the Indian's own fault he stands
where he does today is no better than the supposition that
he could not have come so low if men had not plotted his
downcome.

Perhaps the explanations of such a deep-seated
problem are deeply hid in man's murky subconscious,
since human values have been so terribly destroyed. It
must be that war and the humiliations that go with it,
murder and retributive capital punishment, the condition
of our jails, the failure of our mental hospitals, all
these dark failures in social organization are akin to
the Indian question. They bring forth the ambivalences
that were evoked by the trial of Eichmann. For then
Everyman waa in the bullet-proof docket, as Steiner
has shown powerfully in his recent writings. He says:

"We know now that a man can read
Goethe or Rilke in the evening, that he can
play Bach or Schubert, and go to his day's
work at Auschwitz in the mornings To say
that he has read them without understanding
or that his ear is gross, is cant...Moreover,
it is not only the case that the established
media of civilization - the universities,
the arts, the book world - failed to offer
adequate resistance to political bestiality;
they often rose to welcome it and to give it
ceremony and apologia. Why?" (Steiner, 1967)

The impulse to punish and destroy others, coming
as it does from man who is also capable of lover poetry
and music is part of the human condition. It is part of
the enigma of history. Could it be that it :4uits our
guilt better to have the Indian.poor and deprived, to
have him in a custody so enclosing that even he is
unwilling to give up? What would we do if the Indian,
who was defeated by a superior technology, his patrimony
taken without recompense, his lands shrunken hy subterfug
to miserable holdings; what would we do if he had become
powerful and influential, if he had proven himself suPerior
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in science, letters, management. Surely it is easier
to live with the past when it can be demonstrated that
the Indian would have done badly with beautiful Ontar'io,
if it had been left in his hands.

Whatever the true account of debits and cr-dits
the time is here to test the capacity of the white
majority to obliterate the past and to reshape the
future on humanitarian grounds. SOme proposals are
offered that are conceived in the light of these
assumptions.



EDUCATIONAL POLICIES
FOUND WANTING 7

The Ontario government has no eplicit policy
directed speeifically at Indian students. Since it does
not distinguish students of different ethnic backgrounds,
it is assumed that no special provisions are made for
Indians. It is recognized of course, there is much
unofficial concern among departmental authorities.

The federal government has a special interest
In registered Treaty Indians and does have policies
for them. Its current programme was recently outlined
by the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop-
ment, the Hon. Arthur Laing, speaking to tha National
Association of Principals and Administrators of Indian
Residences, March 15th, 1967. He states that close col-
laboration with provincial school systems is now an
essential part of federal policy.

Educational objeetivos

(1) All Indian children of school age in school.
(2) All Indian children of kindergarten age

to be served.,
(3) All Indians who wish to oontinue their

schooling beyond high school as far as
their talents, ability and willpower will
take them are to be helped&

(4) All adult Indians who wish to improve their
educational status are to be helped.

Educational poll

(1) A complete education is to be provided
for every Indian child Xor whom the
government hae responsibility, according
to his needs and his ability,

(2 ) Close collaboration will be carried out
with the provinces to provide education
for Indian children in provincial schools,
colleges and universities; the transfer
of federal schools in reserve communities
to public school boards where the Indian
mommunitY agrees to this transfer; pro-
vincial inspection of Indian schools which
remain as federal schools.

(3) Fuller participation by Indian parents
in school affairs will be arranged through
consultation between parents, Band Councils
and reserve community school committees;
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the participsAion of Indian people on the
established school boards where Indian
children are a significant part of the
school population in provincially established
school districts will be sought.

(4) School curriculum in federal schools is
to be that of the province in which the
Indian schools are situated. Curricula
will be modified only where this is
necessary to meet the special needs of
the pupils.

(5) ReSidential schools will be used only for
those primary school pupils for whom they
are an absolute necessity-. They mill operate
under the full control of the Department
under regulations established in close
consultation with the churches who operate
them.

(6) All federal schools will operate at the
provincial standards applicable in their
locality.

(7) The educational programme-will be closely
co-ordinated with the DeVelopment Directorate
of the Branch to ensure that the-needs of
the rapidly ,developing.Indian community are
adequately met.

It will be seen from the foregoing that the
federal government through the Indian Affairs Branch is
astively pursuing a policy of contracting with pro-
vincial schools to accept Indian children in the
regular class rooms. Those are known as integrated
schools in contrast to federal schools, which are
almost entirely populated by Indian children. In
pursuing this policy the federal government is "renting"
and "buying" services. Legally it has not abdicated its
responsibility for the children who are on band lists
and are recognized as legal Indians. These transfers
are just one more step in a long trend toward first
class citizenship. Already the provincial government
has accepted the rer2onsibility for inspection of
federal schools, already provincial curriculum and
textbooks are being used in federal ohools.

There are powerful arguments In favour of this
policy, or cluster of policies, which is in effect a
policy of equality and desegregation. In line with the
general trends in North America today the idea of
segregation is repugnant. There is also substantial,
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even if it is not definitive, evidence that those who
have passed through mixed schools have a better chance
of finding a comfortable place in urban society and in
employment. They are accustomed, the argument goes,
to mixing with and competing with non-Indians on an
everyday basis.

During the past decade while this transfer has
been accelerating, the numbers of Indian children
attending school has increased, and the proportion
continuing into the higher grades has also increased.
It has not been possible within the limited scope of
this study to establish a cause - effect relationship
between the new policies and school attendance as we
know such trends may not be casually linked even though
it would be comforting when the trend is in a "good
direction" to believe that they were. Moreover there
are other trends; the total population increase, which
is running at 25% per decade, is one. Another trend is
the increase in crime and court convictions of persons
of Indian origin. We also know that the more Indian
children that attend school the more drop outs there
will be. We suspeet a youth who attends up to grade 10
or 11, then drops out, does not find employment, then
drifts back to his native haunts is less effective as a
human being, is less capable of seeing himself in a
positive way than if his sehool attendance has been
indifferent and desultory.

The transfer of functions to the provincial
govern ents, and specifically to the Ontario government
raises other questions about the competence or willingness
of the Ontario Department of Education, already serving
1,738,781 students, to meet what we believe to be tho
special problems of the majority of Indian students in
Ontario. The Ontario government has, and always has had,
a substantial number of non-federal Indians in its care.
It is not unreasonable, before renting more services from
the provinces for Indian children, to ask "How well has
Ontario done with its own Indian students

This is a question that no Ontario educational
official will answer officially because d partmental
policy does not recognize ethnic differences. So far
as the department is concerned officially there are no
Indians in Ontario. We cannot help but ask how can
the federal government, with the long-standing commit-
ments it has to Indians, ,justify a policy which reduces
its own role to that of a bookkeeper and lessee of
services. For it is a policy that removes federal
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authorities from an effective voice in policy. The fed-
eral responsibility to Indians may have precedence over
jurisdictional arrangements between the federal govern-
ment and the provinces on questions of education. But
in the practical politics of this period does anyone
imagine a federal civil servant will alter the manage-
ment of education in any Canadian province?

All the questions that have been raised are
admittedly speculative, but then too it seems to me
proof is lacking that integrated schools are better
because they are integrated. Perhaps, if they are
better, it is because the federal schools are inferior.
The federal schools could be inferior for reasons that
bear no relation to the ethnicity of the students.
While it is not our purpose here to evaluate the federal
schools, the Hawthorn-Tremblay study will do that, it
is relevant to suggest that the province of Ontario
should examine carefully the situation into which it is
drifting on the basis of a series of individual contracts
between school boards and the federal government. In
some cases the federal government is making substantial
capital payments to meet the equivalent cost of the
additional facilities needed to accommodate additional
children. These arrangements are advantageous to local
boards, as are subsequent annual subventions to meet
operating costs. These are eagerly sought in some
communities where there is serious discrimination in the
street, on jobs and in the playground.

Indian Affairs officials report that Indian
parents are unanimously in favour of integration, and
that only a vocal few are opposed. They seriously
believe this to be true on the basis of reports filed
by their own personnel. The comments received on
the restricted probe we made showed that the support
was less than enthusiastic. Integration is accepted
in principle for it is considered superior to the old
residential schools, but one hears too much complaint
about discrimination, and too many complaints about the
methods used to secure agreement among Indian parents.

The extent of discrimination is difficult to
e,stablish, but its existence is accepted as common-
place in northern towns where the Indian population is
sufficiently large to attract notice. A study in
northern Manitoba established the fact of discrimination
(Dallyn and Earle, 1965), while Hawthorn has this to say
about conditions of employment

"Even where Indians have the
educational or skill qualifications f

sary
employ-
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ment, they face widespread discrimination from
potential fellow workers as well as from employers.
Many firms follow a definite policy (informally
or unofficially, where such policies are illegal
in terms of provincial legislation) of refusing to
hire Indians at all, or in token numbers at best.
Such discrimination is not against Indians as
Indians, in most cases; it has developed as a
result of unfortunate experiences with or observ-
ations of them as workers which tend to build up
an unfavourable stereotype. Awareness among Indians
of these attitudes tends to evoke counteracting
attitudes and behaviour patterns that reinforce
and justify the whites' judgement of them. And so
on, in a vicious circle." (Hawthorn, 1966, p. 55)

If discrimination is present on the stre t, can
it be absent from the school playground? Indeed a
vocational counsellor informed me that attendance dropped
in one integrated school because the teachers examined
the children's hair for lice in front of non-Indian
children and made other aspersive remarks, with that air
of unconscious superiority hich breeds bitterness and
resentment among those to whom it is directed.

These teachers doubtless had good intentions -
cleanliness, but if intentions are in fact good, there
must be absolutely no ambiguity. at is in- the Hon. Mr.,
Laing's statement, .quoted above, one would.wisb to find
more clarity. .Could there .be something.less bleak, than
the objective.to offer "a Complete education"? Thia is
strictly a tactical statement, but what is the .strategY?
It is eaSy to deploY,trOope and.arrange manoeuvres and
even to win battles, but winning a War is another matter.
That is when idealS -and goals" must be stated. There
would appear to be-an insufficiently- sophietiCated'
appreciation of, the.indianquestion both in federal and
provincial official statamentsl.for one to-_expect:new
and substantial gains over Past performance. The ll'ext
section will attempt to examine the dimensions of the
problem.
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Creation of "integrated schools" for Indians
is the present policy of Canada, as it has always been
for Ontario. This is actually a policy of assimilation,
under the misleading title of integration. Integration
unites elements of unequal size and strength in mutually
enhancing new combinations. Assimilation destroys the
weaker partner, thus losing the qualities of the smaller
element to the general good. The destroyer has lost
the enlivening qualities that go with diversity; the
destroyer, which is the agent of assimilation, must
live with his guilt. This is the tragedy of North
America. The poor, the Negro. the Indian are objects
of continuing concern because values of conformity
and coercion, anathema as they are to the liberating
force of education, have crept into the school. Where
the state superimposes manpower values and training
techniques on the school, there is a corresponding loss
in human potential. The fundamental character of education
is forgotten.

Socialization is a broader more comprehensive
notion than either training or education, since it has
to do with the total prooess of maturation. Education
and socialization are relatively simple in a stable
society with little personal mobility and a slow rate mf
change. The prince learns to be a prince, and the
peasant learns to be a peasant, but today the survival
rate of all occupations is a matter of concern. Not
only do princes become peasants, and peasants become
princes, but the conditions under which one person
pursues his life and livelihood, how he relates to
persons older and younger than himself, how he regards
religious leaders, teachers, political leaders and law
enforcement officers changes from year to Year.

For the middle class child, growing up to be
a middle class adult is challenge enough, and many today
flounder in the attempt. A lower class child has still
more difficulty if he is to be a middle class adult.
The Indian child has still more obstacles in his way.

Tt will be interesting to see how the concept
of socialization will clarify the dilemma faoing the
educator. We have recognized that both education and
socialization are relatively simple in a stable society,
but in a changing society with many levels of class and
status, with a high rate of mobility the situation is
bewilderingly complex. For the school, the more
bureaucratic and centralized its control, the more
difficulty it has in dealing with these human variations.
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Some oth r conceptual tools can be used to look at the
problem. In looking at the structures of a complex
and changing society we use the loose term of sub-
culture. It refers to a segment of a larger culture,
related to the whole) but nevertheless self-contained.
For instance, the social classes and the professions
are considered sub-cultures. The lower classes are
also given this designation because they are a way of
life with a certain coherence in values, group arrange-
ments and social controls. Age groups, occupations,
ethnic and religious groupings are also sub-cultures.

The Indian in North America is one of these. It
is an understood category with wide tribal and regional
differences. If the Indians in one place are examined
there is, in each of these a bewildering overlap of
sub-cultural values. The Indians of the Kenora region,
the middle class Indians of Toronto, the Six Nations
people near Brantford - each is an understood segment.
Each one has a local identity. It is a more or less
coherent wholes a community, yet containing within it
numerous sub-cultures that are linked to the outside
world. Young people are Indian but they are affected
by the music, hair styles, the heroes, the certainties
and uncertainties that affect other young people, yet
still are Indian, still part of the local band. Others
are automobile workers belonging to the union; others
are members of a religious denomination, a political
party. The faddle class person has many such linkages
with the outer world which helps to make it intelligible.
A network of institutions and associations exists to
make him feel worthy in that environment. They range
from fiction, cinema, the press, to churches and fra-
ternities. The shcool is his institution par excellence.

In the lower classes these linkages with the
outside are fewer, less enriching and supportative. For
the Indian who is in large part at that socio-economic
level there are still fewer linkages. The territorial and
kinship groupings are by that fact isolated, cut off
from the major themes that animate the total society, yet
aware of it and of his excluded place in it. He is
in the stands watching a game he cannot play. He watches
the machines and play and work of other men from the
safety of the communal setting, supported in his
own view of himself and his place in it by the values,
definitions, directives and controls that are the stuff
of his sub-culture.

Within each such segment a child is born and
immediately begins "to put on the skin of his culture".
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by the time be is ready for school the foundation of
his character has been laid and an outlook on the world
has been formed.

lt should now be clear why we insist that the
school has to do more with training than education.
In school the understandings accepted by the dominant
group, that is to say the segment which controls the
school, are taught to the child. If his family and the
play group in which he is growing up belongs to the
dominant segment which created and controls the schools,
there is little conflict. Even in the middle class
there is the exception where differences between
generations tend to reduce the relevance of the schoolfs
offerings to the younger people who are psychologically
more in tune with the evolving realities. These
differences are compounded where there are social class
differences as well.

What of the Indian child? He comes from a
segment of our society not attuned to the schools and
their values. (The very wealthy child has a similar
problem but he may have his tutor and his private
school. The numbers to be served are small and the
resources for segregation, travel and special treatment
are available without question). The lower class child,
on the other hand, has as yet no such special treatment,
even though the war on poverty has shown that the
schools and teachers must make cultural accommodations
to the very large group of poor children if they are
to be adequately served. This is because they come
to school from a sub-culture that is alien to the
assumptions and presuppositions of the teachers. As
they drive their cars to the school in the slum or the
Indian reserve they too regard with limited comprehension
the life that is lived there.

Differences in clothing, cleanlinees, style of
speech are axternal manifestations of .deeper differences
in belief, outlook on the world, and eense of. personal
worth.

Our middle clase society takes a less permissive
view of the lower class_ child than it does of the
Upper class one. Whereas the lower class Child may be
segregated in his place of residenee-, he is, net permitted
to attend a lender class school. It may be in a lower
class neighbourhood, it may be less well equipped than
the school on the heights, but it is run by middle °lass
teachers, and the eurriculum and goals of the school are
directed toward upward mobility.:. One of the most powerful
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North American myths, endlessly elaborated from the crude
Horatio Alger stories, is the belief that the school is
a great leveller. It is the means of moving from rags to
riches. That the school has served this function for
great numbers is true, particularly for the children of
European immigrants living in cities, and for rural
children of British and European extraction. But the
fact must also be faced that it has not served this
function for those who remain in the lower classes,
possibly half of the population of Canada and the United
States, or which at least one-quarter are in a state
of abject poverty. (Sim & Findlay, 1965). Nor has the
middle class school served as a ladder for the Indian
population.

There is a growing realization that the school
should be less rigid in its posture toward persons from
different sub-cultures, but as yet a way has not been
found except in pilot projects and experimental practice.
It states explicitly that no one should be deprived of
a middle class education, that is to say of an
opportunity for personal advancement, and imjlicity
that those who cannot or will not move from the ter
level sub-culture from whence they come to the middle
class culture of the school have an adjustment Problem.
This confrontation between the massive and powerful school
system and the defenseless child and his parents is
called equality of opportunity. The drop out rate of
all students, particularly of Indian students (see
Chapter 11) is at least one indication that opportunities
are not really equal, because the benefits are not equally
distributed.

Educators have a word for the adjustment they
&)xpect children to make who make this move. It is
acculturation. It implies that the child should acquire
the attributes ef a sub-culture different from -Mat of
his father and his mother. It is hoped this acculturation
is proposed without taking into account the psychological
damage such a separation from parental values is known to
make. Por the adjustment the Indian child is asked to
make is different in kind and degree from those to be
drawn from the early writings on the subject.

Acculturation in its general sense is the
assumption as Murdoch put it of culture through contact,
especially with a people of higher culture. TKO models
for acculturation can b cited, e.g. the impact of the steel
axe on the culture of the Northwest Coast. Here a single
technological item was acquired without the accompanying
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benefits of the trade and the missionary. The resultant
shift from the Stone Age to the Iron Age for a people
living among the giant red cedar was a fantastic
release from drudgery. There resulted an enlargement
of the house, an improvement of the dug-out canoe, and
a new leisure that gave the demonstrative and waeteful
potlatch a new significance. Their values, art and soc al
organization easily adjusted to the new wealth in some-
what the same manner as North America has taken on the
automobile.

The second model is a migratory one, where the
European peasant came to urban America. In this case,
even though they brought language, religion and instit-
ution with them, the survivals are few after three
generations. These changes were made at a loss. There
was a consequence of severe strong conflict between the
first and second generations. Now, even though these
origins may be acknowledged proudly and a few ritual
occasions celebrated (where inter-marriage has not
weakened the ethnic identification) the persons who
recall their European connections have been Americanized.
Looking back over the last one hundred years, the contrast
between the adjustment of the immigrants from EuroDe and
the descendants of the Indians, who were here too when
the country was opening up, is striking.

How is it one ethnic group has moved into the
main stream of Canadian life, while the other has
maintained a marginal position? Acculturation has
proceeded to the point where, despite the theory of
the Canadian Mosaic, the unimportant groups have been
virtually assimilated. The Indian groups on the other
hand ere still"a roblem".

It is the contention of this study that the
disparity between these two groups is a measure of the
failure of the schools,fov-whieh the churches and govern-
mente must share responsibility. The reason for the
failure is more difficult to find

Public apathy is not a satisfactory explanation for
the failure of the schools, except-to account.for niggardly
budgets. Why the public was apathetic is a deeper more
fundamental question. Yet an answer must be sought, for
Indian apathy toward 'his own fate is simpler a mirror ef the
indifference of others. In these introductory pages an
attempt has been made to ,find the genesis of this unhappy
condition of-the descendants of the original occupants of
these lands. The three chapters that follow suggest
solutions under the title of equality, accommedation and
autonomy: three broad humanitarian goals fualy compatible
with education in its loftiestetradition.
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The equalitarian ethic is an important corner-
stone of the democratic Lystem. It has been written
into various national charters that men are born free
and equal. Yet it is what they are born into that
determines the state of equality. Are they born into
prosperous farms, wealthy suburbs, or reservations and
other types of ghetto? The fact of birth and rearing
is a factor of prime importance in determining the type
of school and performance at school. Even though
Canadian society has never departed fully from the
aristocratic tradition on which it was founded, the
slogan of equality of opportunity in the school is still
a popular one, despite what the vertical mosaic has to
say about the social realities. The influence of
environment in school performance has been well
established by careful studies. They have shown that, as
the child passes through successive stages of education
and training, factors of economic status, colour,
occupation of parent, and even sex become controlling
determinants in ascertaining who is to pass into the
higher levels of achievement. (Bean, 1966, Davis, 1941

There is very little criticism of the programmes
as such, now current in the Indian Affairs Branch. As
stated, they appear well conceived. Moreover, the programme
of the Ontario Department of Education, as expressed in
its various policy statements, curricula booklets, etc.,
is forward-looking and modern in conception and content.
It is true that proposals will be made here that will
depart radically from the present policies as laid down.
But these proposals are made, not because present policies -
and one would add intentions - are bad. It is because
the practices and achievements are inadequate. What is
impressive is the lack of options for those who do not fit
the comparatively rigid structure of the provincial educ-
ational system. The possibility for a wide selection of
options is not precluded in the conception of the pro-
gramme. But why are they in practice? Ask any guidance
counsellor. An economic order that Produced only three
or four sizes of shoes would be considered archaic, but
what of a social order that offers so few socially
sanctioned options to human beings who are so gloriously
various in their gifts, interests and qualities of
personality.
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Even if the plans were suitably flexible, there
is no substantial evidence that improvements in effect
or on the drawing boards will take place with the speed
which the situation demands. The present policy of
equality of opportunity is not enough. If two laps
behind my opponents in a race, I must do more than go
at the same speed, I must overtake them.

In a summary of a number of recent studies
carried on by the University of Syracuse, (Carnegie
Corporation, 1966), it is pointed out that much more
money is now being spent to educate the children of the
well-to-do than to educate the children of the poor.

But this review points out, "Every shred of
available evidence points to the conclusion that the
educational needs of poor children are far greater than
those of affluent children. By any measure one wants to
use - pupil performance on tests, dropout rate, proportion
of students going on to higher education, the output ef
the schools in the depressed areas of the cities (of the
United States) is very much poorer than that of the
suburbs. There is little reason to believe that even to
equalize treatment would begin to close the gap. To
achieve the substance rather than merely the theoretical
form of equal educational opportunity requires the
application of unequal resources: more rather than less
to the students from poor homes."

The present policies of tha provincial government
into which the federal government is meshing its own
operation will not treat the Indian child differently.
The argument against differential treatment is based
upon egalitarian grounds. He ie. not treated differently
because he is an Indian. Rather than compromise a
principle, even a specious one, let him fail. They do
not want to single him out. If he ie retarded they will
treat him ae a retarded child. The point is that a
nine year old boy in an integrated grade I class in
all probability is not retarded in the usual sense, but lags
only because he is an Iudian.

Here is the story of retardation in federal Indian
schools in Canada and Ontario. In the two accompanying
tables the situation at grade 1 and grade 8 can be
compared. When children of ages 6 and 7, and 13 and 14,
which is assumed a normal age for these two grades, are
compared to those who are above age 7 and 14, it will
be seen that about 30% of the boys are too old. (A few
underage are also included in those tables to permit
easy calculation, the numbers in the category do not
substantially change the picture of retardation.) what
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de we find in grade 8? First there is a fantastic loss
of numbers. For Canada as a whole .5,061 Indian
children are in grade I and only 1,320 have achieved grade 8
while for Ontario there are 1,142 in grade 1 as compared
to 297 in grade 8. Second the retardation has moved
in grade 1 from about 1/4 or more to about 1/2 or less
in grade 8. That is to say 1/4 to 1/2 are noticeably
older than other children in their grade. For oroud,
shy, diffident children, is this equality?

Of special interest are the scores for girls
in Ontario where the age retardation is smaller in
grade 8 than in any other category.

Indian Pupils Enrolled in Federal Schools in S ptember 1965
for Canada and Ontario, by Age, Grade and Sex. *

Grade
One

Grade,
One

Boys

Girls

Canada
Ontario

Ages
6 and 7

Ages
under 6 & Total
over 7 yrs No4.

No. % Yo.

1,777 70.9 728 29.1 2,505 100
376 70.1 160 29.6 536 99.7

Canada 1,723
Ontario 379

73.2 633 26.8 2,356 100
74.9 127 25 1 506 100

Grade
Eight

Grade
Eight

Boys

Girls

Canada
Ontario

Canada
Ontario

Ages
13 and

307 7-48.2
83 58.7

375 54....9
108 68.8

Ages
under 12
& over 1
No.
-3-30 510-6
58 41 0

305 45-1
49 31. 2

Total

637 100
141 100'

683 100
157 100

No 4,

From Dominion Bureau of Statistics Ci cular 1-A-122
(Rev. 11-61) Tables - 1 2, 13, 14
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What the record is for Indians in integrated
schools in Ontario, we do not know. Neither Ottawa
or Queenfs Park have any data. Ihey simply count
heads or, should we say, bodies, -and pay so much a
body. It is difficult to prove a policy right or
wrong if there is no data. There is reason to believe
that there is more age retardation in integrated schools
because large numbers are brought to larger centres from
isolated areas. If this is so, the dropout rate could
also be higher.

In Ontario agreements for accepting registered
Indian children into provincial schools are carried
out on an ad hoc basis between Canada.am4 the lecal
school board. As yet there is no general agreement
between the two senior-governments. In a- great many-
instances agreements are beneficial in that they have
given Indians educational opportunities equal to those
of white students, and in a non.,Indian -milieu they have
granted equal.rights to educational facilitieS. However,
the agreement itself is no-guarantee -that the benefits
will accrue to-the Indians, and there is a great deal of
evidence that the Indians.do not benefit as.131Uch from the
same opportunities as.do the white.students.-: The,
indications of this _arei- .genOral academic .retardation
of the Indian stUdents; early.school dropoUts and there-
-fore a lower-level of-'educational achieVement

In spite of thebe.negative-reaUlte, a'nuMber..of-
young Indians of special_abilityhave _orosse-4,previOUSly
insurmountable barriers, and have-.shoWn-the.intellectual-
potential of-the-Indian- popuiatien.--. Until-recently their
ability in sports and..art have been-,most- recognized. Now
it is possible to point..to- Academic achievament- as Nell,
even_where living conditions-have not._beet.propitious.

IL the-.Onterie,systom were.-.operatingaa--it: sheuld,-
.or in.accordance with-the ideals..Stated
literature, there- is nolqupstion that-.poorchildren,_
Indian children, and,-other-s-who ..are--.seCially handicapped
would-be looked afteryas:well..-as:thephysically:and-
mentally handicaPped.-are.loOked-after-'llow,'..or,-apthey. -
are _about tebe leeked:after.Thare-:10- an--ideelogyfor.-
a.child .oentred.syStem,---in-Whiph:.explieit:provieiene. are
madeforthe--physidally-bandicapped.,.Through--theprovision,'
of VaSt additionalexpenditures theiropPOrtunitiea-can-
be_brought into.balance-. _There are_nowpmerging,.policy-
statemente,mhich'beginto recognizetheaoeially handi-
capped and. a-few..pilet..projeete:arejnaction,
.-notably .at the- Dukeof,Ybi,kSchta51-, -.To-ronte, Which We
visited' during-the Ceurse of.
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Knowing how much lag can he expected between
the formulation of new policies, including the staging
of exciting new pilot projects and the general adoption
of these principles into the whole system,* a key
question immediately comes to mind. Taking into account
the Indian question in this province, can Ontario afford
to wait for this type of glacial change? School board,
outlook, supervision, teacher training, textbooks must
all be modified. Let someone hazard a guess as to what
vear or what century significant changes toward real
equality will be noted in the achievement of the children.

The inequality inherent in the integrated school
system is nowhere more evident than in the inflexible
position held by educational authorities at federal,
provincial and local levels toward the Indian languages
and dialects. Language is the defence of a minority
against pressures to conform to majority values. It is
a measure of the internal strength of Indian resistance
to assimilation. Note that in 1961, 7,811 - 17% of Ontario
Indians spoke Indian only, and 25,969 or 53% spoke
Indian as well as a second language.

Is there any better indication of the failure of
past efforts to teach English than this?

This attitude toward second languages goes very
deep in the Anglo-Canadian ethos. It is not only official
policy, it is a value many teachers hold quite strongly
that the native language will go away if it is sternly
ignored. I visited one integrated school which had a
substantial number of Indian students. They all spoke
Cree, probably ur!,th an initial, if not continuing
language disability. The teachers indicated that the
children still spoke Cree among themselves in the
school grounds. Yet not one teacher could say "good
morning" in Cree, and there did not appear to be any
classroom use made of the Cree tongue or of the fact
that many students there had lived as nomads in the
Canadian north. An opportunity to enrich the restricted
social outlook of the upper middle class children in the
school, and to give the Indian children a chance to
"show off" to the others their superior knowledge of wild
life and woodcraft, and to make monolingual children
aware of a new tongue, was totally ignored.

* The fact of this lag is well known (see Raison, 1967)
where a member of the Plowden Commission reviews
Children and the Primar Schools, one of the reports
of that commission.
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Such small informal ac ommodations in the
classroom, requiring no change in policy or curriculum,
could create a sense of equality that would benefit
both sides. The large question of recognizing in a
pedagogical sense the language disabilities of Indian
children and the cultural potency of these languages
is a crucial one, if there is a serious interest in
fully engaging Indian children whose mother tongue
is not English or French.

Proposed A tion

In order that the present policies of Canada
and Ontario will more quickly approximate conditions
of equality, there will be two types of recommendations:
(a) entirely new approaches that lie outside present
arrangements, and (b) adjustment to and improvements in
the present arrangements.

(a) New Types of Action

Bold action must be taken by Ontario and Canada
jointly to greatly increase expenditures on Indian
education at all levels, but at the same time to reduce
the sense of dependency into which past efforts at
amelioration has plunged the Indians who were the objects
of past benefactions. Unless this paradox is faced and
understood, increased expenditures will do little else
than result in the establishment of new, costly and
futile agencies. A way must be found to maximize Indian
involvement visibly and actually. An Indian advisory
committee to non-Indians who are making the real
decisions is not good enough. Not only must Indians
actually move into positions of real power and authority
but they must also appear to be doing so. There will be
mistakes, squabbles and mismanagement, but none are
likely to be more unseemly than the behaviour of the
Canadian House of Commons during the Rivard and Munsinger
affairs, nor the tortuous methods Toronto used to buy
furniture for its beautiful new City Rall. The non-white
community must demonstrate its faith that the Indian
is ready to do something for himself. liot a series of
niggling,/piecemeal concessions and assignments of
inconsequiential busy work, but large, generous,
and costly arrare:ements are called for. It should not
be done as a means of getting rid of the Indian problem
but as great humane act of trust and vision.
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#1 recommendation
A foundation called the Indian Council of Ontario

should be established to make it possible to set up
institutions, support projects, sponsor objective research
and foster leadership. The foundation would be quasi-
public in character, similar to the Canada Council in its
structure, and control. The funds would be subscribed
largely, but not exclusively, by Canada and Ontario.

(a) It would be capable of making capital grants
to other institutions and on its own behalf. It should
also work largely through private groups, though it
might sponsor directly experiments and demonstrations.

(b) If the federal government did support this
council, some of its present activities would be handled
by the council, such as colleRe scholarships. Under the
council, non-treaty Indians could be treated with
equality.

The psychological advantages of such a body
would be enlarged upon under the chapter on Autonomy,
but administratively it would have advantages too. The
entire operation would be relatively free of political
interference, and the inevitable hedging and caution that
unfortunately accompanies the risk of direct account-
ability to a legislative body. There would b indirect
acoountability as for crown corporations, and at stated
intervals when requests are made for additional funds.
The council would sponsor undertakings that were contro-
versial, and risky. It should be ready to back new
ideas the efficienc of which has not yet been establish d
would, above all, be prepared to back promising individ-
uals as the Carnegie Corporation a generation ago did
under the great Dr. Keppel.

For those interested in making application
there would be less reluctance to accept help than there
is now in accepting governmental assistance, As illus-
tration, a child from a wealthy home will accept, without
loss of honour, assistance from his parents for travel,
a subscription to a concert series, and an extra year
at college. These funds should be accepted in the
same way by individuals and organizations.

The majority of board members and officer lit

the council could be persons of Indian inheritenee.



With the support of the council two major
establishments should be set up under separate boards.
Besides council funds they would appeal to private
sources for gifts and for the ueual government aid
available to such bodies: the first a centre for
popular education, the second a centre for ad anced
study.

/1-2 recommendation
An Indian College - A centre for popular

education", as It is conceived in Europe, would give
form and meaning to the aspirations of the Indian people.
It would provide the means of advancement into countless
positions in industry and public service Which Indiand
could fill. It would be a symbol of the new day, as
the tomahawk and tepee are of the long gone past.
Possibly this centre 'could be set up under the community
college legislation. There would then be a college for
Indians as well as a number of colleges with Indian
names. But if it appeared that there was likely to be
standardization under community college structure,
then alternative alignments should be sought.

This proposal is made because Indian people
should have the option of attending an educational
centre where their own people are in the majority.
There are many precedents for educational centres with
a strong ethnic or religious influence. Indeed most
of the older Ontario universities or colleges had this
origin: Queen's, Victoria, Assumptio. Ottawa, Waterloo
Lutheran, not to mention smaller denomenational and
ethnic centres and camps. In the United States there
are and have been many small Negro colleges which served
a purpose even while others like Hartin Luther King were
winning scholarships at Harvard. Canada, through External
Aid, is aasisting universities and other educational
centres of this character in Africa. The Danish folk
school served the Daniz people as they emerged from
feudalism in the early part 'ef the nineteenth century,
as we think this centre could serve the Indian people.
(Lauweryls, 1958, D. 150).

At this stae there are many Indians of very
high intelligence and ietegrity who would be ex luded
from conventional institetions. Some indeed are
functionally illiterate but they are higLly motivated,
klited to a centre creeited for their use. The results
are already evident in the upgrading programme at Elliot
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Lake - an indication how quickly they can move ahead.
Though the number of married couples admissible are
restricted, this pilot project shows what can be done.

Others who could qualify for admission else-
where might feel more comfortable with their own people.
This should not be thought abnormal. Some graduates
from Upper Canada College go to Trinity College and
then join the same fraternity as their U.C.C. classmates
for the same reasons. Yet some of their classmates
would think remaining in this protective environment
too limiting, and wculd go elsewhere. There is an
option for those who are not ready for the hurly-burly, and
this is precisely what many Indian students need. The
main point to be made here is the need for a centre
where Indians can create and control their own social
environment as they experience the excitement of
intellectual growth. If the integrated school accomp-
lishes its stated goals, there will be less need in a
generation for a centre of this kind, but the Indian
adult today has not had that ,.xperience. He needs his
own centre and he needs it now. Meanwhile we await
the result of the policy of integration.

The community colleges seem to be concentrat-
ing on technological training whereas this college should
stress cultural values. If it were located in the north
(an admirable idea if a centre can be found sufficiently
hospitable to a large influx of Indian young people) then
one or two technological fields might be stressed. Wood-
craft, conservation and other wlld life occupations
might be grouped to make a specialty which will for
some years to come continue to attract Indian recruits.
Since the student body should not be exclusively Indian,
non-Indian students could also attend.

Cultural values should be stressed, along
with emphasis on decision-making. Student planning
and control of certain aspects of life in the college
community is strongly urged. At some point paternalism
must cease. There would be no better place for this
departure than in the shelter of an Indian College.
The Indian students, who may have found attendance at
mixed schools a threatening experience, would benefit
from a deeper understanding o2 the Indian situation
at this centre.
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#3 Peecommendati on
An Indian Cultural and Research Institute_ - _
'Located on the campus of one of Ontario's

major universi_ttes an institute should be established,
on the scale and style of Massey College. It would be
a repository of rare documents, reco/ds and artifacts
related to the past. It should also maintain a good
library and clearing house for thformation related to
contemporary times. It would serve students of history,
archeology, linguistics, ethnology and modern cultur-
ology of the North American Indian. It would provide
residential facilities, research supports, and a system
of grants and bursaries. While it might primarily
serve scholarly interests, it would be open as well to
writers, producers of cinema and documentary material
in sound and visuals, and journalists in all the media.

An Indian scholar would fill the post of
principal or master, but its facilities Would be open
to all.

Options

The key criticism of present arrangements is that
Indian students have too few options. If a student can
nct fit into a conventional high school or vocational
school his only option is "back to the reserve", or to
low status employment in cities. For those who fit in,
the present system is good, but today a vocational
counsellor has no educational alternatives for the
student with capacity who can not adjust to established
institutions. Many middle class children drop out for
a few years, are supported by their parents as they
experiment with alternatives, including Yorkville. Later
may go back much the better of the break. Poor children
and Indian children of poor parents cannot be carried
in this way. It is easier for them to accept a label
of misfit and failure.. The Indian College just proposed
is one new option, but it does not offer elementary and
high school training.

Wherever possible school boards under contract
to Canada should create optional facilities for students
with learning problems. However,-wo fear remedial classes
where Indlans of high intelligence are placed alongside
non-Indians of low intelligence. The Indian child's problem
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is cultural and should be treated as such, not as
emotional or psychological deviance. Those school boards
with the imagination and resources to meet the special
requirements of Indian children should do so. But it is
assumed most school boards cannot provide these services.

#4 recommendation
Under the clause in the Indian Act which empowers

the Branch to contract with private and religious agencies
to carry on education, it is suggested that private or
quasi-public corporations, created especially for the
purpose, should be engaged on a 5 year contract to set
up special facilities. They could be residential, on
reserves, or as adjunctr to public school systems,
depending on the project. Wherever possible these
contracts should be arranged jointly with Ontario so that
non-Treaty Indians and others suffering similar cultural
disabilities could be admitted.

We have not analysed the range of services required
but one comes to mind. This has to do with the average
Indian child in public school. The table on page 81
demonstrates that this is a very large group.

The very old student, say a nine-year-old boy
in Grade I should not go into an integrated school. He
should be placed in a small private residential school
operated by a highly trained, and completely independent
professional group. Such a child should be ready after
one, or at most two years to enter a regular school among
students at his age level.

Judging from our knowledge of family situations
among the poor families, a wide range of problems can be
expected which are nate largely ignored. *

The Canadian Welfare Council has recently completed
a 'study on this subject, although it has not been
released by the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern
Deveropment. (seeGeorge Caldwell Indian Residential
School Study, 1967)



(b) Ohanup in ExistintiALrangements

We have not criticized existing policies as
such, (only the methods by which they are implemented
and the scarcity of options for those unable to move
comfortably within integrated schools). The improvement
and acceleration of existing arrangements is presupposed
along with approval of the policy.

Tn one area alone no full assessment was
possible: the extent to which federal schools are
inferior or superior to provincial schools, the range
of excellence and inadequacy within federal schools.'
The Hawthorn-Tremblay study will be heard from soon on
this matter. Nor do we LAOW how speedily federal schools
will be closed out. One federal official thought they
might have disappeared within ten years. Even though
this report is directed to the Ontario government, the
performance of federal schools is an interest of the
Ontario people and its government. Since students from
these schools move into Ontario communities as citizens
and employees, the condition of their education cannot
be a matter of indifference to Ontario.

reooinmendation
Illquality in Federal Schools

Through its inspection service, the Ontario
Department of Education should identify in whatever ways
are appropriate the location of inferior federal schools
and should make known the nature of its recommendations
to up-grade them. It appears national wage standards
imposed by the Civil Service Commission of Canada are
not suffjciently high to compete with most Ontario local
school boards. This problem should be the subject of
joint discussions between the two governments. At the
same time other factors that are the cause of inferior
performance in federal schools of Ontario should be
brought to light.

* If federal schools are superior, the policy of Closing
them out is difficult to explain.
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#6 recomm6-ndation
Conti ued Federal Services

The federal government should arrange technical
services on Indian education which would be of such a
high level of specialization that no prockince would be
likely to maintain such services itself. It would be
separated from routine governmental work, either as an
inst4_tute in a university, or a firm of consultants
on a 5 or 10 year contract, or a separate division in
the department of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop-
ment.* The fields covered would include linguistics,
teaching English as a second language, culture conflict,
social change, curriculum enrichment on matters related
to Indian culture, past and present. These exnerts
would be available to education divisions in Indian
Affairs and Northern Development and to provincial depa
ments of education to give technical assistance,
Teacher Training institutes, school board conferences,
and the like. They would not be a substitute for
similar services in the provincial governments but would
help the provinces establish their own services.

The federal govevnment should provide financial
assistance for research in Indian education to be
administered under an independent agency. This agency
should publish material on Indian education in a
quarterly that would make its own contribution inter-
nationally to knowledge.

# 7 recommendation
Teacher Training

It is of the utmost importance to prepare teachers
to meet effectively children who come from different
economic and ethnic backgrounds than their own. In
addition to general preparation for cultural differences,
specific attention should be given to the Indian question.
All teachers should be exposed to some information about
the Indian in Ontario, just as it is hoped they are
prepared to meet Immigrant children, and children from
immigrant families.

* This latter alternative it not recommended since
these experts should be free to'analyze and criticize
official policy publicly", as well as the publications
and utterances of their Colleagues.
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Por those already in service, and particularly
for those who have Indian children in the classroom,
other approaches are needed. Summer school courses
and weekend institutes should be offered to prepare
teachers for work in integrated sehools.

The efforts now in progress in the University
of Alberta at Edmonton, and of Saskatchewan at Saskatoon
should be studied in detail before begirning similar
undertakings. (Renaud, 1963).

A new Minorities Division would give leadership
and provide technical supports for these changes.

re c orPimendati 6 n
Textbooks and Curtculuai

In the short time allotted to this study, it has
been impossible to consider the adequaey of the present
curriculum to help the adjustment of Indians to Ontario
schools. It is a highly technical question, and changes
in curriculum are made slowly. So we have concentrated
more on areas where quick returns could be realized.
Moreover we favour, in principle, much more freedom from
departmental and university imposed standards than is
now the case. A school board and its superintendent should
be allowed (and should be willing) to invest the effort
needed to set their own standards of excellence. As
salaries become standardized good teachers will seek this
tyne of differential advantage which would be the
encouragement of creativity in the classroom. It is
our impression the present curriculum permits more
freedom to be inventive than is exercised in most schools.

The textbook, and supplementary reading materials,
is another area where improvements could be made. A study
of four books now used in the city of Ottawa appears in
Chapter 10. This short report suggests the need for new
materials (written and visual) to treat the presence of
Indians in Ontario from two points of view (a) an objective
assessment of the take over of this territory, and of
subsequent events leading up to the present. The Indian
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position would also be treated objectively in the -,ense
that there would be no special pleading, and (b) creative
writing about the traditional Indian way of life.
Romantic reportage of Rousseau-type primitive society
is no more in order than e down-grading of the Indian
level of civilization. Material is available in the
diaries of explorers and missionaries which could be
woven together into a realistic account of previous
Indian societies.

#.9 recommendation
§222ia1 _ELevisions for the North

Joint planning between the two senior governments
should continue and be intensified. Of particular con-
cern is the negleet of unorganized territories in the
north which are too scattered to provide a tax base and
an administrative structure for operating a school.
Doubtless many children from non-treaty Indian and other
families receive inferior services to those now available
to registered Indians. The need for improvements is
now recognized, but it is doubtful if the inputs now
available for meeting this situation are adequate. It
appears that a fresh new approach is needed for these
scattered settlements which would be separated from the
structures that are appropriate in the south.

The Northern Corps Service * is undoubtedly a
good beginning which could in time be extended. However,
it is apparent that the Northern Corps should reach
more deeply into the north to contact nomadic and
isolated groups not yet served by schools.

* The Northern Corps Service, a project intended to
assist schools in the north with limited resources, has
recently been organized by the Ontario government.
Thirteen teachers were aPpointed "last year, and an
additional eight to twelve will be' appointed this yea
There is careful selectipn, and pay scales:based:on
Metropelitan Toronto, plus bonuses. 'A director for
this service assumed his duties in January, 1967. See
.recent issues of Ontario Education News, especially April
and September- 1966.



# 10 recommendation
Mobile Teachers

Where there are isolated or nomadic groups
some entirely new approaches are needed. The methods
used by Frontier College and by Operation Head Start
might be taken as models_ with modifications to meet
local conditions.

To force children to attend a regular school
disrupts the economic life of the parents if they give
up trapping to be near their children. It disrupts the
family life if they give up their children. Besides
these adults are carrying on a useful economic function.
A mobile teacher would learn to communicate in the
native tongue. His basic approach would be to teach
rudimentary literary skills to the whole group, adults
as well as children. More intensive work in English
could begin in due course with the children. This
would prepare older children for movement out to a more
normal school setting. Then younger children could be
helped more adequately. By the time they were ready
to go to school they would know some English, and
they would be thoroughly familiar with at least one
non-Indian person, and a teacher. As trained Indian
personnel becomes available, they could be recruited
for thia type of work.
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6. ACCOMMODAT

*7/4
There is an extensive repertoire of humiliation,

to which members of a minority group respond with varying
degrees of anger and despair. They range from brute
force, where physical hurt is intended and sustained,
to the uncomprehending sympathy of inept well wishers.
In the centre of the range, perhaps the nadir of them
all, is the experience of being totally ignored. The
arch inquiry "we might do something for them, if we
only knew what they want" is a willingness to respond
but an incapacity to understand, and it can hurt as
much as any other hurt because it opens the door, then
closes it before any satisfaction can be gained.

To such overtures the minority person is at a
loss to know how to put his case, for what he wants
even more than redress of wrongs is to know those
in the majority will listen and know how to respond.
At a recent conference on Indian education several
Indian speakers spoke of the refusal of the:majority
to listen.*

At that conference I talked to a school trustee.
He had grown up near an Indian reserve, now his school
was serving Indian children on contract. The speakersat the conference had all been Indian or Eskimo. They
frankly expressed their views of past and present
educational arrangements for their children. Most ofthem were critical.

This school trustee expressed his satisfactionat the proceedings by saying "It is good to hear the
other side". He did not say he agreed with all thathad been said. It was the opportunity to hear thathe appreciated, yet one asks why he had to travel
to Saskatoon to hear from people he had lived with
all his life. Is the conflict so deep "a marriage
counsellor" is needed? We think it is.

This chapter is devoted to a prospect of
fraternity, of listening and responding, of bringing
two parts together, integration in the real sense ofthe word. We have chosen the word "Accommodation",a sociological concept that was borrowed from ecology,
to express the thought that forces that are in conflict
can make adaptations to each other in a satisfactoryway. Accommodation is the process by which the new
equilibrium of forces is effected and maintained,

The National Conference on Native Edu a ion at
Saskatoon, April 4, 5 and 6, 1967.
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attitudes rationalized, redefined or transferred,
following a period of conflict. (Dawson 8( Getty,1935).
The presence of conflict is recognized, and the
differences which exist are brought out into the open.
Sometimes the causes of the difficulty can be removed,
but this is not always possible. Where this is so,
an honest understanding of the immovable objects may
reduce their emotional content, conflict can be a
unifier. (Coser, 1956)

An obstacle in removing differences between
a minority group and the majority is that the partner-
ship is unequal. There may be language difficulties,
differences in behaviour, dress, attitudes toward work,
time, food, cleanliness. Then the majority group, if
it pays any attention at all, can be expected to set
up proceedings to change behaviour of the minority.
The directives usually come from afar. A local school
inspector, or an Indian agent, or a missionary may have
made accommodations to these differences but our
bureaucracies do not listen well to men in the field,
especially when they disagree with policies and
directives. The pressure builds up through these
emissaries to change, and a conflict is in progress.
But the conflict is local though its origin is in a
distant headquarters. Who is to change? It is only
in a totalitarian society that a minority can be "put
to the sword", and eVen then their capacity to pemsist
and endure is almost unlimited.

It is in the nature of minorities that conflict
deepens their tenacity and strengthens their leaders,
particularly its radical leaders. (Gordon, 1961, and Alter,
1967). The initiative for accommodation, therefore,
contrary to popular belief, must come from the more
powerful of the two adversaries. This is not war, is
human relations.

Since the articulation and joining of groups
in conflict seldom occur alone without planning and
prearrangement * it is sozgested that a series of
arrangements can be made to bring these accommodations
to pass. The re ulting social organization will provide

See Hawthorn, 1952, for recommendations that were
made (and officially ignored) respecting the
Doukhobors in British Columbia, A timely lesson is
to be learned here. Studies following the race
riots in Detroit produced many recommendations of
a preventative nature.

.



the supports that are needed to maintain co munication
between Indians and non-Indians.

It is obvious now,after all that is known about
the schools in Ontariopthat present policies in no way
reflect what is understood by integration. In the past,
statements made by successive ministers of Citizenship
and Immigration have pointed proudly to the fact that
Canada did not operate a melting pot, and that various
minorities were encouraged to maintain their cultural
identity. Integration was used as an antonym of
assimilation. (Sim, 1958)

So far as the policy of Canada and Ontario are
concerned tLa two words are misleadingly used as synonyms.
It is true that Canadian society has not been hospitable
to cultural separation at the level of education. Roman
Catholic separate schools are an abrasive exception. But
many minoritic, that are compactly settled, or that have
wealth and a powerful tradition.of leadership have been
able to maintain their identity. There has been a solid
rich cultural tradition to be integrated, as an engine
block factory is integrated into an automobile manufactur-
ing complex. The Indian minority is economieally weak,
Politically powerless, and geographically scattered,
yet it is growing as a source of embarrassment, when it
could be an increasing source of strength and pleasure.

The strategy of fostering and enriching a minority
in the ptatus of the-Indian is a much larger subject than
can be treated here.* The proposals grouped under the
heading of accommodation mrrely suggests the direction that
should be taken.

See Sim, 1966. This is a book length manuscript under the
title Community, _a_Strateg- for Action which is still in
draft stage. The if-communx y eve opment" idea is dis-
cussed as a means of bringing strength and pride to
people mhere they live, and as a counterfoil to the
powerful private, commercial, and governmental bureau-
cracies that have all but destroyed commun!.ty life. In
#iis report affluent suburbia has shown less strength of
survival than have Indian reserves, and ethnic pockets
in the slums. If opting out of the material benefits
of the twentieth century is the price of personal and
group autonomy, our liberal'democracy is due a serious
reappraisal.



recommendation
There is some evidence that teacherst organizations

in_Ontario are seriously concerned aFaut the-Indian question,
EBTably Various actions taken by the Federation of 14omen
Teachers! Associations of Gotario. It is suggested that
teachers! organizations could experiment in various ways
with some of the proposals made in this report. They
could sponsor weekend conferendes on Indian education,
arrange for small intensive research projects and policy
studies. They could foster a widespread interest in the
Northern Corps. They could sponsor a mobile school project
on an experimental basis. Finally they could encourage
the use of Indian mothers as teachers? aides, and look
especially at the possibility of recognizing the native
languages as a means of enriching classroom experience.

In these and other ways that would evolve the
teachers! organizations could give leadership to thc;

public in general, and to the Ontario Department of
Education, and the Indian Affairs Branch.

recom oxidation
The question of salaries and other forms of

compensation is the concern of teachers organizations,
and the salary scales for teachers in federal schools
in Ontario must have a relationship to general standards.
In this regard it is recommended that arrangements should
be made for portability of pension between Canada and
Ontario teacEg-rs? pension fuHas. QiuT-giT15T-FgyTiNT-
portahilr77-ErTFYITFrawrmy bp,tween the two systems
could be achieved more quickly.

#13 recommendation
The school boards of Ontario, their officers

and trustees are now under contract with Canada for the
services to Indian students. There is more than a hint
in our investigation that many school boards enter into
these contracts for pecuniary reasons. The humanitarian
side is not always considered as seriously as the routing
of school buses, or other materialistic considerations.
There may be many school boards that select and evaluate
teachers for their capacity to deal with Indian students
that hold workshops to prepare their teachers for thLs
specializea type of work, but none were reported to us.
One would wish for more hard evidence that there is a
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genuine commitment to the unusual opportunity these
contracts provide.

It is suggested the school boa ds should

press for legislation to give Indian parents
official representation on any school boards
with federal contracts

(2) institute special ad hoc training for teachers
and administrators

(3) request detailed research into the performance
of Ontario schools in their work with Tndian
students, and

(4) sponsor institutes and workshops for school
trustees and superintendents for exchanges
of experience and the study of principles in
Indian education.

Public Opinien

The proposals made in this study are net likely
to be adopted on the scale and with the speed required
unless public opinion changes teo. An alert and infermed
public will bring about the changes that are needed.
Public indifference will result in sluggish politival
action, low budgets, and poorly conceived projeots
with low priorities. Apathy and alienation in the
Indian community is an effect of public neglect. At the
same time the dispirited outlook of the Indian groups
inhibits and blocks remedial action. There is a vicious
circle of cause and effect which must be broken. Ye'
governments cannot of themselves launch a campaign t
change attitudes. Governments can encourage such efforts
but a many-sided approach is needed. The initiative may
come from any sector. Wherever it originates others will
follow suit.

There are three main areas, each with its own
diverse elements: professionals non-governmental and
Indian.

The recommendations that follow do not prevlude
the conventional campaigns: bretherheod weeks, intergroup
relations seminars, film and televisien productions,
radio programmes. They all have their place, but they
are icing on the cake. More fundamental changes are
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needed which cannot be spelled out in detail. The
following are little more than clusters of suggestions
that will be part of a massive change in public opinion,
in private behaviour, and institutional performance.*

# 14 recommendation
Professional and technical personnel engaged in

Indian work should take the initiative through their
own organizations to prepare for and facilitate change.
This will include teachers, lawyers, social workers,
public health workers, clergymen, medical personnel,
agronomists and those working on ARDA projects, educators
and school administrators, police and court workers,
trade union officials, welfare officials, municipal
workers, and Indian Affairs personnel.

Some action has been noted already but more is
required. This would include studies of attitudes of
these workers and current procedures in handling Indian
cases and prorammes with Indians. The strategy should
be for each group to examine its own performance and
on the basis of these findings in-service training
programmes should be planned. When efforts of this type
are carried on'the same organizations will be able to
exert powerful leverage on governments, churches, employers,
landlords and other sectors which are traditiönally
influential in policy formulation.

# 1 recommendation
The non-governmental groups include a very

wide range of interests, some of which overlap with the
professional and occupational groups listed above. It
is recommended that these groups should re-examine their
own institutional record in Indian work, then carry on an
active educational programme within their own membership.
This would include churches, medical 5.ocieties, bar
associations, welfare councils, service clubs, women's
organizations, trade unions, contractors and business
firms who use or could use Indian personnel. 41.*

For an elaboration of the viewpoint expressed here
see my paper on the role of information and education
in pollution control, Proceedings, Conference on
Pollution, Canadian CoUncil of Resource Ministers,
Montreal, 1967.

Contracts let by Ontario Hydro and the Department
of Highways should be examined as well-as living
conditions around construction projects.
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# 16 recommendation
No specific suggestions will be made to Indian

organizations, most of which are still only in the
organizational phase. It is sufficient to point out
that the disappearance of paternalism will only come
when strong leadership and spokesmanship manifests
itself in the Indian community.

Many of the proposals made in this study are
aimed at encouraging leadership among Indian people.
Beyond all this, all-Indian organizations must develop
to shoulder the main burden of speaking for Indians and
acting in their behalf,



AUTON OMY

It is now proposed that Indians should be encouraged
to seize and exercise the freedoms and responsibilities
inherent in the democratic system but in a way peculiar to
their cultural and legal heritage. Autonomous persons,
(David Reismants hope for the future, to replace the inner
directed, and other directed types of the present) should be-
come the target of any major plane Autonomous persons are
needed, capable of selecting what they prefer from the
environment, remaining impervious to mass pressures, yet be
well socialized persons who can exercise a full measure of
community and world citizenship. This is the goal of
autonomy. Who can say the Indian is much farther from tais
pattern of personal independence than the middle class in
Ontario? The difficulty is that the Indian now must maintain
his independence by implacable withdrawal into the custodial
frame work of the reserve system. Within that confined space
he cannot move or speak with freedom. He must co-operate
within a limited range of options, but he can do so sullenly.
This is the inevitable impasse of the custodial relation. It
must end. It will only end when the Indian chooses to make
autonomy the way to freedom.

In attempting to find a sure pathway to a condition
of autonomy, it is important to avoid the usual fruitless
questions, the usual paradoxes - Will they be happier then?
Is it possible to have freedom and still accept responsibility?
Is independence lost when group participation is increased9
It is essentially simple to move forward from a condition
of fraternity between a minority and a majority to a place
where the minority can live in an atmosphere of autonomy.
This is the essential nature of the multi-value, poly-ethnic
society which we claim to have in Canada. The human
arrangements we envisage must be full of contradictions
and tensions, proceeding on trust, striving to create
precedents as quickly and imaginatively as possible.

Any plan for the Indian that neglects the "de jure"
and "de facto" existence of the reserves is a frivolous
plan. The outstanding fact of the status of the Indian
people in Ontario, as contrasted with all other ethnic
groups, with the possible exception of the Franch, is the
unimpeachable legal foundation of his tenure.* The reserves
are here and 10.11 so continue, however much regretted, as
far as one can see ahead. They could cease to be ghettos,
and begin to serwe as bases for autonomous living. The
res rve now serves as a hiding place and a refuge. It must

For a detailed, subtle and new.appreciation of the legal
basis of the reserve system, see Prof. Cairns' contributions
in Hawthorne and Tremblay, 1967, Part 1.
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become a proud homeland, a Zion. The reserve for each
small Indian band should serve as a physical presence
for its members, as does Israel for many Jews. Indeed
the function of a homeland enters largely into the
personal and group mythologies of most North Americans
even though they may never choose to return exceptto
visit.

The action visualized, therefore, must move the
reserve system rapidly away from its present state of
paternalism and dependence. The institutions on the
roerve, and related to the reserve, must come under
Indian control. This must be accomplished, not on
the basis of a series of grudging concessions, but
it siuld be actively promoted by both governments,
and in such a way that It will allay fears that it is
"another white man's trick".

(a

Propased Action

Personal Advancement

There are many able and capable Indians of
adult status who are held back from positions of
prominence and usefulness by their lack of formal
education. As the requirements for education in white
collar occupations increase, more and more worthy
Indian persons are automatically debarred. The flow
of students out of Grade XII is too slow to affect
the total environment in which Indian children live.
It is not enough to tell parents an education is
valuable, that they should send their children to
school. They themselves must realize this in their
own living experience. White collar positions should
be emphasized, following the guide lines established
for placing immigrants from Jamaica. (See an article
in Citizen, Dept. of the Secretary of State, (Dec. 1966).

57.

#17 recommendation
A Registry of Advancment should be established

in Tor nto as a non-governmental group, but with a
board representing all interested governmental agencies
unions, business and pfessional groups. It should
establish registry of all Indians in Ontario who are
willing and'capable of accepting training and advance-
ment.
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This registry would begin slowly with complete
files on a select group. It would provide counselling
and placement services with adequate support for those
who are under the momentum of advancement. On the basis
of experience the registry would be rapidly expanded.

The registry would procure commitments from
employers, including governmental ones, to place Indians
in positions where rapid advancement could be assured.
Positions would be opened up where educational require-
ments would be waived. The placement would be followed
by adequate support and close evaluation; ease workers
would, when necessary, act as liaison between the worker
and employer. When the former's potential has been
assessed, then a series of appropriate training
opportunities should be arranged.

This registry sheuld be adequately funded for
five years to cover staff requirements, as well as
resources to support the costs of additional education.

The programme envisaged here would eventually
extend to low-status as well as high-status ones. The
principle of "hiring the poor to work with the poor",
would be brought into effect here, particularly in
arranging for part-time employment of mothers in day-
,are centres, kindergartens, and even in integrated
schools.

The agency would maintain an educational
programme for supervisors, personnel officers, shop
stewards, so as to reduce deliberate or unintended
discrimination. The staff of the agency should include
persons who had benefitted from its work.

(b) Political Action

If the Indians accept a paternalistic regime,
as they are charged of doing, if the Indian Affairs
Branch operates towards them paternalistically, it
would appear the two are partners in an unrewarding
and unseemly relation. This relation must be
terminated lest it be succeeded by others no better,
involving the Indian people and Ontario governmental
agencies. Yet the Indians must not be out adrift in
a series of sporadic and spasmodic changes of policy,
which are often characteristic of governmental policy
in sensitive political areas. Aor do we expect
bureaucracies tc relax their control willingly to
communal groups, especially to Indian band councils. If
these assumptions are well founded, then the Indians
must struggle for independence. In the struggle they
will develop their autonomy and truly acquire their
citizenship.
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But such a haphazard outcome may not be the
best of all ways of learning political action. Surely
the mandate of educating a people, hitherto incapable
of terminating this state of dependence, should include
orientation and experience in political action. But there
is slight likelihood of Ontario public schools, or
federal Indian schools preparing children or adults to
win this struggle for autonomy. There is little evidence
that students an7where (except in some nursery schools)
are asked to -hare in authentic decision making. However
much we would wish state operated schools to train
militant leaders, the chances of this happening are nail.
In our view, regretfully held, experience and training in
political action must emanate from sources other than the
school.

#18 recommenda i n

#19

The training of band counsellors and band
administrators, now hand=b77TEe Inack17_ Branch,
should be stepped up, but it should include more
attention to provincial administrative matters, and it
should stress, along with strictly administrative matters,
cultural and political history, in such a way as to
help them to understand the democratic process. A way
should be found in devising these courses to help
Indian leaders to understand how to be responsive to
the electorate to whom they are responsible. There
no better way of learning this than through direct
experience in these training sessions.

recommendation
Today an unhappy situation exists which debars

Indians on reservations from exercising the traditional
perogatives available to other Canadians to share in
the control of the education of their children. ChangeF
in federal and provincial legislation are required to
allow elected Indian representatives to sit on school
boards. Information ,received indicated that the
legislatures in 11_,ronto and Ottawa could expect proposals
to modify the present arrangements. Precisely, these
changes should allow

(a) members of any bands whose children
attend a provincial school on contract
to elect representatives to the board
responsible for that school,
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members of Indian bands whose children
attend federal schools would elect
members to a duly constituted school
board.
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PART III: SUPPORTING
DO UMEN TS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
ABOUT THIS STUDY;
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In December of 1966 Strathmere Associates
entered into contract with the Provincial Committee on
Aims and Objectives of Education in Schools of Ontario
to provide "a report with recommendations on Indian
education in Ontario". Terms of reference were provided
in a memorandum from the Committee entitled, "Proposed
Study of Indian Education Program"; these terms of
reference having been developed by a committee of the
Indian-Eskimo Association.

In view of its continuing interest in stimulating
research and discussion of Indian education, the Indian-
Eskimo Association was equipped to carry out fruitful
discussions with the Provincial Committee, not only in
laying out terms of reference for the study but in
subsequent planning.

The Indian-Eskimo Association committee concerned
held two meetings for the sole purpose of considering
the study, and provided the author with valuable help
in laying plans for the study and subsequently in
considering a preliminary outline of this report. The
Association committee continues to meet, and individual
members have been helpful in many ways.

The plan prepared in cooperation with the
AssocIation committee provides for:

"An examination of the education program
for Indians in the province of Ontario. This
examination is to be designed to provide a
historical and analytical account of the
evolution of Indian Education and hopefully,
insight and fuller understanding of strengths
and weaknesses of the past and present programs.
The data accumulated and knowledge gained may
then be applied and tested, etc., through a
series of regional meetings with Indian leaders
and educators across Canada as described in
Phase II.

The Ontario study would deal with such
matt rs as:

The philosophy and intant of
programs offered Indians - bo
present.

he edu ation
h past and.

(b) An analysis of the varying jurisdictions
in the education field - both past and
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(g)

pres_nt
ete.

Federal, Provincial, Church,

The part that culture and value systems
play in the educational process.

The scope and quality of pro rams in
terms of:

I. Pre-school activity to deal with
language factors, e c.

II. The impact of change by the system
on the Indian culture.

III. Diversity of opportunity.

IV. Relevance of the cu riculum to the
needs of the Indians: regional
differences, etc.

V. Yarent involvement in ed cation
(Home & School, etc.)

VT. Qualifications of teachers.

VIT. The availability of education to
the whore Indian population.

Discrimination and its impact on motivation
for education, (i.e. text book image
movies, stereotypes, etc.)

The impact that community conditions have
on the education of Indians such as:

1. the unemployed father with family
dependent on welfare

poor housing - lack of study facili

unviable community

What role the Indians have had in the planning,
organizing and administering of their edu-
c-tional programs."

Having examined the terms of reference outlined
above the writer submitted the following statement on
December 20, 1966, prior to the signing of tkv) contract.

"This subject could now well
occupy a_Eleyal Commission; within the
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limitations of time and budget it will be
necessary to be selective. A Royal
Commission for instance would examine
Canada's historical record in its hand-
ling of native peoples. It would look at
the role of the churches in this respect,
since much of the responsibility for
education has been in their hands: it
would examine educational methods for the disad-
vantaged, tried out elsewhere.

It is suggested that delimitation
should begin with a decision as to the type
of paper which would be most useful to the
committee. There would seem to be two main
choices, and while they overlap a good
deal and cannot be altogether mutually
exclusive, the question of focus will be a
most important one in making the assign
ment manageable.

One choice would be to examine the
question from an ethical and historical
point of view: what attempts have been made
in the past, what mistakes hame been made,
on what basis are the judgments of right and
wrong made, what should be undertaken in the
future on the basis of these ethical pvecepts,
what would be a right course of action quite
apart from the question of, whether it would
fit into any educational system, or whether it
would be politically feasible or not. It is
suggested such a_paper migInt have limited value
to the commfttee.

Another choice would focus much more
sharply on feasibility, taking for granted
certain assumptions of an ethical and oper-
ational nature. It would suggest a course
(or courses) of action which should be taken,
and it would try to suggest pilot projects,
experimental settings, adjustments of various
kinds in the present system such as teacher-
training, text-books, the question of secrregation,
residential school settings, etc., while it would
establish certain working principles on which
recommendations could be made.

It will be seen that this is an important
decision to be madeb and I rather fallour the
second choice' because I think it would be more
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useful to the committee; it would be more
likely to suggest proposals that might be
implemented, and it is more practical, more
manageable within the given limitations
The first one would require much more scholarly
work which is slow if it is done well. I doubt
if it would be possible to do that type of
assignment adequately in the time permitted.
The second choice would be less systematic
but more likely to come up with some imagin-
ative solutions. I think too this proposal
would suit Phase 2 and 3 as sucrgested by
the Indian-Eskimo Association.

After investigating the subject more fully
in -he first months of the study it became more evident
that more attention should be given assumptions about
the educational task the federal and provincial govern-
ments were andertaking for Indians. Still more was
it necessary to look at the underlying process of
growing up in a minority group.

Additional factors made it mandatory
to t eat the subject in this way. An important book
has just appeared under the authorship of officers
cf the Education Division of the Indian Affairs Eranch
(Waller, 1965). Besides, the Hawthorne-Tremblay
Report which is about to appear will have a large
section on the education of Indians. We did not have
access to the unpublished material, although we talked
tO some of the Evathors and had privileged access to
to the first part of the education report. When these
documents are published, a summary and critique should
be published to be used by the IEA in workshops on
native education along with this paper, Waller's, 1965,
and other documents of this nature. In consideration ef
of these other resources, this study has paid less
attention to "the historical and analytical evaluation
of Indian educa_tion", and somewhat less on recom-
mendations and techniques than indicated in our memorandum
of December 20, 1966. There has been more emphasis on
principles by which a minority people can come into a
state of true equality.

A simple image will explain our approach,
it is as if education for Indians were a mansion which
these people were to live in and enjoy. We find the
mansion is already built and it is grand and good in
a great many respects, but the Indians are uncomfortable
about it. It needs some changes to suit their style
of life as does any edifice built by another. So it

'See Hawthorn, 19 7. This first volume touches mainly
on broader political and jurisdictional questions.
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needs remodelling and enlarging to suit them Whore is
the key? This above all is what we have sought to find:
how can the Indian people possess this mansionland open
wide its doors so that they may possess it and'cherish
it for themselves.

Finally there is a creative and personal
reason why the report has taken this shape. It is
not a research document: time did not permit original
research, though some reconnaisance in the field was
possible. It is rather an essay written by someone
who is deeply concerned, as a Canadian and as an
educator with a sociological vieupoint, with the topic
of this study. The Waller book, and the Hawthorn and
Tremblay studies have had very large resources at their
command in bringing thair publications to the light of
day. This report is a one man effort. It may be that
relative lack of resources has left unrevealed to us
certain grounds for optimism. Conversely it may be
that our feeling for the broad, essential elements of
the situation has not been encumbered by a plethora
of detail, and that our discernment of reality is close
to the mark. Be that as it may be, we are less hopeful
than other writers appear to be the present policies and
present trends are going to yield the results that are
hoped for. This report is more pessimistic, for the
prognosis is doubtful. Most of the recommendations are
conceived as an antidote to what are considered mistakes
in practice, or inadequacies in policy. It woild be a
happy outcome to be proved wrong, and to be shown in the
fullness of time that this pessimism was misplaced and
unfounded.



WHAT IS AN INDIA N?

The Ontario Indian is a term that will be used
many times in this paper, so it needs definition. It
does not simply refer to persons of Indian ancestry who
live in Ontario There are many types of Indians - many
styles of"Sndianness". Some carry no Tndian blood but
live with Indians and identify with them. They are
culturally Indian. There are others who are of Indian
blood who are not aware of it, or being aware, do not
acknowledge it. Being an Indian is not so much a matter
of blood and descent, but a question of feeling and
identification. It is a result of how others b( tve
toward a person who is Indian, and reciprocally, of
how he feels about himself as a person, and how he behav s
toward others - Indian and non-Indian. These feelings
reflect the attitude of those who surround him, for they
mold and perpetuate his sense of being an Indian. "Indian-
ness" is a cultural designation, and a formulation of
personality structure.

Besides the psychological and cultural definition
of Indianness there are more precise measures. There is
the official list of Canadian Indians. An Indian in
this sense need not ha_ve Indian forebears, to be on
a band list is enough, Today there are 2110796
registered Indians in Canada, WI0942 in Ontario.

The census provides 114 with another measure.
Those who gave "Indian as origin" to the census enumer-
ator were 220,121 for all Canada in 1961, with 47,862
in Ontario. At the estimated increase of a.Syr, per year
this number could now stand at 55,041. However the
estimated to-Oal number of persons of known Indian origin
is double the figure recorded in the census. This is
because those of mixed ancestry are asked to give the
ethnic origin of the father. In mixed unions the father
iE more often non-Indian.

Within this aggregate there- are many subdivisions,
but there are two ways of cutttng across the group: there
are registered or treatY-Indians, 1:ri-sons,whose names
are on a band list.t and .there-- are nonrtreaty Indians. In
the vernacular of the gevernmental adMiniatrator .these
two are desi-shated. Indian an4 Metis. Tbe-first is a
legally recognized person tc(whom the.fpderal government
has certain legal obligations. .--The: 'second is_ a-citizen
of Ontario of no speoial legal status. 'The d66igna'tion,
be it noted, has no relatiOnShip to race:. It would be
possible for a nearly full-bloOded Tndian to be..-classified
as British in the census, and- i'or full-blOoded CaUcasians
to be listed officially a6 Indian- dn a federal band
list.
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A second way of grouping Ontario Indians is
by cultural identification. There are endless shades of
"Indianness" here, but in very broad terms, one person
of Indian descent feels and acts like an Indian, another
does not. An individual in one stage in his life might
shift the level of his feelings markedly from strong
identification with th.e Indian culture, and at another
stage he would reject the designation altogether. He
might do so for many reasons. He migbt simply feel
(as do many other Canadians of mixed ethnic origin)
that questions of social or ethnic identification are
irrelevent. He might reject the label because of
its nrejoritive overtones.

Finally, there are tribal labels which apply
more or less closely to all Indians. There are several
large tribal groups. The tribes are conscious of their
histories, and their location in the province. There
is among them much pride of place and race. The Six
Nations are found in the southern extremities of the
province, and the Crees in the north. To be a person
Cree or Mohawk descent Is just as significant as to be
a descendent of a Highland Sects, or Huguenot English.
To come Trom a certain band and raserve has something
of the same significance as to come from a certain town
or county. An Ojibway Indian from the Cape Croker
reserve in Bruce Peninsula will identify as much or
more than a person of Scottish descent who comes from
nearby Port Elgin.

Within these cultural and psychological
determinants there are a complex of historical, legal
and institutional factors which sort out and define
identifications for those who are called "Tndian" and
for those who relate to Indians directly or indirectly
these are part of the cultural environment into which
a child (Indian or non-Indian) is born, through which
he passes as he assumes his adult status. The role of
creation, the role of parenthood and guidance 9f-children
into adulthood the cycle is complete when as an adult
he helps to form the character and a. titudes of children
who-grow up in his society0

We live as much by myth-as by historical truth.
So far as attitude and behaviour isiconcerned, a myth
may be a social fact today.. Indeed the truth is knOwn
to few: most historical -truths are no longer knOwn to
anyone. It is what peoPle think the truth is which is
relevant to our topic. This, as Durkheim put it, is a
social fact.
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There are probably few children or adults

Ontario who could not express attitudes about the
Indian question. Even the pre-school child would know
something about it. The facts offered would vary
immensely in detail, but everyone would have some kind
of information. To be ill-infoLmed, to be prejudiced,
to be full of hate is no barrier to the holding of an
oloinion. These opinions whether or not objectively
true, are social facts.

YOW these social facts are not sterile items
of information, they are the stuff of action. Our
main concern is the relationship of psychological
feelings and cultural definitions within Indian society,
and the structures developed outside that society on
behalf of the Indian. There is no teacher, no clergy-
man, no administrator of welfare, or federal policy,
no policeman, no judge who does not have opinions, often
strongly held, often cruelly biased, or sentimentally
unrealistic. All of these are part of the social
climate. In this atmosphere a child learns to be an
Indian. He learne to behave differently in diffe-rent
situations, in the presence of different people. A
tribal ceremony, a civil rights march, a visit from a
dignitary, a viewing of a T.V. western at an Indian
school, at an integrated school each event will
evoke certain responses- The responses will vary between
individuals- With one individual they will vary depend-
ing on his age, on recent experience, and the like.

The Indian will feel differently about his
ethnicity when he is among non-Indians. He may almost
forget he is an Indian in one situation, in another he
will be made to feel his origin perhaps with pleasure
and pride, perhaps with humiliation and anger.
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10. THE TEXTBOOK QUEsTIOIq

The total assessment of text books in use in
Ontario schools would be a monumental task, particularly
if the analysis were to go completely into the effects
of the material presented, as related to the Intended
effects- in short a thorough evaluation. For this study
it was only possible to examine the books listed below,
and then only by rapidly scanning what appeared to be
relevant passages. This statament is therefore impression-
istic, rather than systematic.

The books examined were in use this year in Ottawa
Public Schools.- Here are some general impressions.

The:degree to which Indian data is given in an
objective way must be seen in relation to the overall
tone and level of sophistication of the material pre-
sented. One is impressed with the condescending
simplioity of the material presented' particularly in
Tait, 1953. It is as though the writers felt that the
reader would find Canadian history dull unless it were
made to appear otherwise. At the same time there is
-such a careful avoidance of any hint of controversy, or
of calling a spade a spade. It is unlikely that the
manner in which the Indians lost their control of North
America will be told, if on all other questions the
author adopts a see no evil, tell no evil posture.

By the same token, events just seem to happen,
one epoch follows another, with no analysis of cause
and effect. Cne must ask if children who watch some
of the better CBC public affairs productions, and are
capable of handling the new mthmeticsp could not
manage a more sophisticated handling of history - less
of the broad survey type of thing, more-depth for one
period, less whimsy and irrelevant anecdotes, more
about the meaning of history.

It is useless to suggest the Indian question
should be treated in an objective way, if history in
general is not so treated. -.When history books authorized

TAIT, George, Breastplate and Buokskin, Ryerson, 1953
DEYELL, Edith,-Milada7Njgeia7TEE3-7-UF:g7, n.d.
BROWN et al, ThWT$tory-OTTOaraUal Copp Clarke, 1950
TAIT, George -PaiFT7Ealii,-- Vyerson, _1960.
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by a provincial government be in to depict the
Canadian story "warts and all then the Indian story
will be told objectively.

Reading the story of Cortez, one get the
impression that his treachery and cruelty were drawn
more realistically than the account of Champlain shooting
in cold blood two Mohawk Indian chiefs near Lake Champ-
lain.' Or is it that the richness of the Aztec
civilization makes the seizure of a realm more condemnable
than the destruction of a few villar,es in New Yrance.

The question of handling religion in school books
is surely a delicate one. How does one treat the role
of missionary? How is the naturalistic belief of the
native peoples to be described?

In these books the way of life of the Indian is
not neglected. In Brown et al. there is a chapter of
about 4000 words entitled "The First Canadians". One section
is devoted to each Indian tribal group and to the Eskimos.
It deals with the level of culture at the arrival of the
white man through to present conditions. It describes the
distribution of tribes and culture areas. It gives an
account of the technology, particularly those taken from
the Indian by the white man.

Tn this chapter cor1parisOflS are made between the
level of culture In Europe, and in North America at the
time of discovery, and again today. The superiority of
our technology is demonstrated repeatedly. "More than
fifty times as many people live in Canada today." On the
other hand the story of fire water and disease is told
without comment, except to mention that not every white man
sold fire water; some were missionaries.

The disappearance of the hunting grounds is des-
cribed too without elation or remorse. It just seemed to
happen. The reserve system is dealt with in one sentence
"Reserves of land had been set a.side for these Indians in
many parts of the Dominion." The decline in numbers during
the nineteenth century is reported and a list of European
diseases is listed but syphilis is left out. Are the
children who watch Peyton "lace too tender to be told
about V.D.9

*Tait, 7-9539 recounts this story Without disapproval,
indeed he dwells on it, but Deyell n8d. mentiens the
incident again without disapproval, p.99, but also
without elaboration.
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The story of the Eskimo is short and the role of
the government today is pictured in a positive non-
critical way.

There is no hint in this well written book of
injustice in so far as the conquest of North America is
concerned. Wor is there any mention of bitterness among
the Indians. How much differently it would have been
written if the Indians had had an.army, a real war rather
than a few skirmishes is much more to the taste of the
historian. If the Indians had created a Napoleon or a
Bismarck, how much differently the history would have
been treated. But if that had been the.case Dr. Strong-
eagle rathar than Dr. Brown would hAve been writing the
history. The history of Canada would haxe been somewhat
changed if the white man.had been excluded at the begin-
ning as he was from Japanl

In Tait, 1960, which deals with the history of
Canada up to 1800, a good deal more space is devoted to
each Indian society. A short chapter deals with each of
the main culture areas, one of these to the Indians of the
eastern forests. This is a straightforward descriptive
piece, simply written, and in a less condescending style
than his earlier book. However, the paragraph on
social organization reveals his attitudes. He dismisses
their social organization because of its simplicity and
lack of elaboration. "The Algonquins were divided into
two small bands that had little social organization.
They had no laws, customs and ceremonials as elaborate
as those of the coastal Indians. It is true that there
were chiefs among them but these men seemed to have
possessed little actual authority. A chief secured the
respect of his people through his 'own ability or- achieve-
ments rather than through any traditional law or custom.
Decisions of importance seem to have been made by groups
of-oldermen who met in council wherever necessary."

This is followed by a slightly longer chapter on
warfare whioh is-dismissed as-consisting of "simple-.hit
and run affairs" in which- a Pew-- people are,.killcd.and a
few taken prisoner.. Thi-s is followed- by a :description
of sealping and torture' There-.iS no tention of religion--
in this chapter.--

The Iroquois, however, are g ven a better treat-
ment because it would seem that they built larger houses.
Even so it does not present a pretty picture to our
middle class writer who says "to the Indian such conditions
seemed reasonably comfortable although a modern family
would find conditions almost unbearable. Smoke hung in
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slow-mov_ng swirls, unpleasant odours filled the air,
cold drafts swept through the cracks in bark sheets,
flea-bitten dogs wandered in and out, children shouted
and screamed and women quarrelled."

Their skill at hunting and fighting is recounted
admiringly but the long house is reported to have been a
meeting place and community centre with no mention of
religious practices. Almost a page is devoted to the
legacy of the Iroquois and the concluding chapter says
"It has been suggested by some historians that the
practices established by the League of the Iroquois
actually provided examples of government later adopted
by the United states of America. However, this is
preceded immediately by the following sentence which
would seem to be irrelevant, unless it was to remind the
reader that this highly sophisticated political system
cannot be taken too seriously since only one tribe
thought of it. Here is what it says: "In addition it
must be remembered that few, if any, Indians in Forth
America at that time were capable of creating a system
of inter-tribal government." Ho could have added that
only the Swiss had thought of it in Europe then, and a
federated Europe seems almost as distant today as in the
eighteenth century.

The consensus of the writers covering this period
seems to have progressed little from the reports which
Cartier brought back to the King of France after his
first trip to tha new world. Teit--tells us in Breastplate
and Buckskin that Cartier told the King that "i7I-J'Eid------
TBUHUTITF-Me islands., tall trees, good fisheries and
bountiful gamec, but there were no citiee, no emperors and
no -Shining palaces._ The people .livtng in-the new landsllem
poor IndYans- who owned nothing of ,vaTue-." -The aUthor- goes-
on to say "King Francis was disappointed .but still held
hope for better-things in- Americ-4-."

The writing .in- this Vbok is a. t a. simpler . level
presumably for lower _grades and the fact that the_French:
-came into the area.,amdoccupied itAs-treated in.a,
matter or course. The fact that there. happened- ..to-be some
Indians.there. who were:disagreeable Bnough..to resist is
treatO as a. troubles-ma- de_tail Of the'deVelopment.Of. _the
country. The-re-is. no.suggestion,as to-right:and--wrong,
.or--rights.and.obligationscept-JnHoneplace-,_in,.a .touch
or-uncommon.:humour, -hestate-.S.that-..partierset-up :a ...

..cress-_Claiming'.theland...fer....kingiFranCleandthe_p#$zled
Jndians--watched----,theremtiny,:jittlnowingwhatit-mpan .
..-if:they....had-fOreseen-,:thefuture-IarstheymigWhave.:.
-been temPtedto:Mataaer-ea-i:-Freftehrilen.71011hado.W.--,.
of' their..cross.".*-..Even.-..here:the,..Word....MasSadre,Oeep-O-in.

-Th:e.Indiana-..t.-odaykeepa-skilIgWhatiethe::differente.
-.between'a:victOryand----aMaSeadre. -AnSwering:,:theirown
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question, they say a victory is when the white man wins
a battle a massacre is when he loses one to the Indian.

It is interesting to ask why a province which
allows a teaching of religion in the schools will
authorize text books which have so little material in
them about the religion of the people who once occupied
North America. The most surprising facet of an analysis
of these books is the almost complete neglect of religion.
One wonders why the authors were not encouraged to describe
the interesting vLrieties of religion found in llorth
America in greater detail. Moreover, to have done so
would have made it possible to understand the breakdown
in the social order of the Indians and their loss of
morale and self-respect. If an argument is needed to
demonstrate the universality of religion and the fact
that man cannot live without a moral order and an
ethical system., there is no better place to demonstrate
this than in looking at the deterioration of a society,
the Indians who have lived for so many centuries in
Ontario.

In summary, one can only say that in these
simply-written books, which treat the Indian along with
the development of political institutions of the white
man in the new world, the amount of detail that is
possible is perhaps limited. The need is therefore
indicated for other materials to meet this lack, but
this has been dealt with in recommendation.



11. NUMBERS A D ATTRIBUTES

Native Indian and Eskimo Population in Ontario, 1961. *

Total 48074

Nale 24,372
Female 23,702

Age Groups .

0-4 8001
5-14 12977
15-24 8509
25-34 5886
35-44 4493
45-54 3371
55-64 2427

6511, 2410

Religious Affiliation

Roman Cathollos 18070
Anglioan 14201
United Church 8205
Mennonite 50
Greek Catholic 24
Jewish 12
Greek Orthodox 5
Other ** 2922

Census of Canada, 1961

** This group-is unusually large 6%* Is: it possible
thiS reflects a large long house, or non.christian
segment in the population?



Bands, Reserves, Settlements and Acreage
(as of March 31, 1965).

Province or Territory

Ontario

Canada

Bands

112

551

Reserves Acres

169 (2)* 1,539,873

2 267 (72)- 5,975,646

*Denotes Indian settlements not classified as reserves.

Indi

Yopulation - Co parative Table

iDe_Ry1ation_1949 d December 31,

Province 1949 1964 Increase

Ontario 34,571 48,465 13,894

Canada 136,107 211,389 74,98

Population_7 _1963 and 1964

Province 1963

Ontario 47,260

Canada 204 796

1964

48,465

211,389

1964

% of
increa

40-1

55.

e

Increase Increase
in 1964 in 1964

over 1963 over 1963

1, 205 2.5

6,593 3.2

Indian Population by Province

(as of December 31, 1964)

Province On Off N S.

Ontario

Canada

31,199

156 411

13,135

32,191

3,863

21,856

268

931

Definition

On - on reserves
Off off reserves
C.L. Crown land

not Stated:

Total

48,465

211,389

Bo.
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Analysis of Indian School Enrolment by Province or Territory

January, 1965.

Enrolmen

Indian Provincial
Province Schools Schools

Off
Reserve To

Percentage
Attendance
Provincial

Schools

Ontario 6,545 4,484

Canada 3 2,058 20,537**

1,700

4686

12,729

57 281

48.6

44.0

* Includes 79 seasonal and 173 hospital pupils
** Does not in-lude post graduates apd adult education pupils

Province

Boarders
(Hostels and

Residential Schools)

Schools Schools Total

Ontario

Canada

812

7,590

643

3,222

1,455

10,81 2

Percentage
in

Residence

11.4

18.9

*** voes not include tuition pupils

Indian Studen s Attending P vincia Priva e and Ter ix i 1 Si-hool

Classification

1964765

Canada

Elementary Grades

-Ontario

Pre-Grade 1 155 605
Grade 1 353 2,466
Grade 2 402 2, 03 6

Grade 3 356 1,871
Grade 4 399 2,051
Grade 5 3 51. 1,928
Grade 6 408 1,810
Grade 7 449- 1,895
Grade 8 373 1,571

16,233



Lange

Tho e_apeakinr2_1_2_adill_rel Thos Speaking only Indian

%

Ontario 53 25,969

Canada 71 157,2 4

73

1 7 7, 8 11

19 42,321



Enrolment of jndi an Pupils in Non-Indian 5chools

Year

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960 772 L52 01

1961 1349 705 423 278_

XII XIII Total

1,654

1,988

2,266

2,693

165

3,775

5,252

5,864

6,857

7,717

9,004

13,769

83

This table, provided by the Indian Affairs
Branch, shows total gains in drop-out rates in non-Indian
high schools. Unfortunately it has not been possible to
subject this data to rigorous statistical analysis. If
the eye follows the vertical lines, a substantial total
increase is shown for the tmelve year period, although
the most improvement is shown in Grade IX and the least
in Grade XIII.

The slanted lines highlight drop-out and retention.
For instance, 168 students in Grade IX in 1950 yield 8 stu-
dents in Grade XIII in 1954, a 4.7% retention. In 1957
there were 541 students in Grade IX, five years later there
were 30 in Grade XIII, a retention rate of 5.5%. If cal-
culations were cut off at 1960 a less optimistic rate of
gain is shown. The retention rate was higher between 1960
and 1961 than between any two previous years. Obviously
a more sophisticated handling of this data is possible and
when this data is brought up to date such an analysis would
be valuable. These modest gains should be compared to the
accompanying table on convictions of indictable offenses.
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Comparison of Number of Persons Convicted of Indictable Offences
and Rate per 100,000 population based on total population

in selected groups by ethnic origin - 1962-1964

Canada

No. of Persons
Convicted

1964 1962

42,097 38,663 19

English Welsh 8 394

French 11,139

Greek 98

Hungarian 365

Jewish 145

Netherlander 397

Chinese _105

Japanese 23

Eskimo 14

Indian 2,497

Negro 327

8,447

10,600

126

414

171

408

109

18

30

2,063

276

Ethnic
Population

1964 1962 1964 .1962_

Rate per loopoo
Population

235,000

4,576,278

5,843,166

59,561

133,118

182,820

453,165

61 378

30,750

12,482

2'90670

33,883

8,2380247

4,339,117

5p540,346

56:475

12,6 2(:)

173 344

429,679

58 197

29,157

11,835

208,256

32,127

218.9

183.4

190 6

164.5

274.2

79.3

87.6

171.1

74.8

112., 2

1,136.

965.1

212 0

194.7

191.3

223.1

328.0

98.6

95.0

187.3

61.7

253.5

990.5

859.1

As figures for Ethnic Origin for 1964 wore not available, the
population figures in Column 3 were arrived at by blowing up the
1962 figures, using the Canada poPulation as a babe.
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Su vey of Public Assistance
as of February, 1965.

Southern Vorthern
ntario Ontario Canada

Total No.

of Relief

RB-ipients

No. 1,106

Percentage of resident
population *

19.7

5,369 62-675

29.7 5

Adults

Total No0 of
adults assisted

percentage of resid nt
adult population
assisted **

377

13.6

2,296 25,184

25.5 7

No. of adult recipients
who were employable

Employable Percentage of adults as isted
Adults who were employable

Percentage of adults resident
on reserves.who were employable
and received assistance

Total N .

Adult recipients who No.
were heads.of house- Employable
holds

Heads of
households

133

35-3

4-8

122

66.7

874 10,525

38.1 41.8

9.7 13.7

28
47

69.0 70.2

Frequency
ot

Assistailce

Employable heads of
households who
received help each
oonth in previous
11 monthi.or more-

percentage of
heads of house- 22.4
holds atsisted

199 3,086

16.2

*

**
Reeident poPulation: 162,942 (including 1,587 "NT. lieservel!

in_ the.YukOn. Agency)
Resident adult population (Reserves and Crown tand):- 77,105 -(in-

eluding. 765 "Otf Reserve" in-the-Yukon Agency).
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Federal Schools

STATISTICAL DATA 86.

1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-6

Enrolment 6,545 6,713 6,978 7,194

Number of Classrooms 264 271 298 307

Total Education Staff 320 325 340 351

Total Budget (exclusive
of capital school
construction) ,459,190 $2,459,190 $2,468,575 $2,780,164

Teacher Qualifications 1964-65 1966-67

Unqualified 16 13

Qualified
Sub-level 40 39
Level 1 172 166
Level 2 37 43
Level 3 23 23
Level 4 22 34
Level 5 8 19
Level 6 2

*Note: Sub-level constitutes Junior Matriculation plus
one year of teacher training.

Level 1 - Junior Matriculation plus two years of
teacher training

or
Senior Matriculation plus one year of

teacher training
Level 2 - Sr. Matri ulation slus t o ears of teacher trainin.

Non-Federal Schools 1964- 5 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68

Enrolment:
Elementary 2,990 3,799 3,860

Secondary 1,188 1 473 1,467
Total** 5,178 5,272 5,327 5,397

(projected)
Total tuition** $2,545,409 $2 701,348 $3,659,910

Costs available only as combined elementary, secondary
non-federal schooling costs)



12. METHODOLOGY AND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS Fp8.

The terms of reference for this study are,
recorded in Chapter 1, where it is stated that this
study depended largely on secondary sources plus some
limited but nevertheless illuminating field trips.

The entire study occupied slightly over three
months which was devoted to the three steps: exploration
of documentation and secondary sources interviewing
and field observation, and writing.

The undertaking was given a start, so to speak,
by the fact that the writer had done work previously
in this and related fields.

- Director of Rural Adult education t Macdonald
College 1938-1947

- Chief Liaison Officer in the Department of Citizenship
and Immigration, which dealt with the problems of
integration and intergroup relations of immigrant
families and Indians in urban settings, 1954-1962

- in 1963, a training project with the Indian Affairs
Branch entailed an intensive four weeks reconnaisance
of the work of the branch in Saskatchewan in economic
development and education. A number of federal day
schools and residential schools.were visited in the
north as well as in southern Saskatchewan.

- in 1965 a study related to the use of radio in adult
education for native persons in the north was carried
out for the Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada.(Sim,
1965) This eAercise did allow the writer to visit
schoolsin the eastern Arctic and western Arctic.
Although it was summer, nonetheless many of the teachers
were still on duty. Reanwhile, a large group of
teachers employed on textbook revision in Ottawa were
met and interviewed.

On this project the field work included vis-
iting and interviewing in Brantford and London regions
in the south, and in the Sault Sto.-Marie-Sudbury region
in the north. Besides this, there was occasion to talk
to a number of Indian and Eskimo students now studying
in Ottawa; the interviewing was not based on a standard-
ized form but simply followed the lined of inquiry that
were relevant to development of a point of view, and a
set of recommendations.
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At the official level, Indian Affairs Branch
personnel in Ottawa and Toronto were helpful, particularly
the $enior Educational Officers in these two centres,
R. F. Davies aad H. B. Rodiae. In the Ontario Department
of Education, G. E. Seguin, As-istant Superintendent,
was helpful.

The officers of.the Indian-Eskimo Association
and members of a committee to assist this study were
most helpful, as were the officers of the "Hall Committee".

Informal consultations were also held with
professional colleagues, none of whom have had an
opportunity to examine this manuscript. These were:
Professors Frank Vallee (Carleton), Adelard Tremblay
(Laval), Joan Ryan and H. A. C. Cairns (University of
British Columbia), and Edward Rogers (Toronto), Arni
Arneson, then of Citizenship Branch, and A, J. Kerr
(a former teacher in the Arctic)of the Northern Co-ordination
and Research Centre.

All of these and the staff at Strathmere
Associates, Eleanor Sim, Betty Hall, and Joanna Cleary
are gratefully acknowledged.



S UGGESTI F R

FURTHER RESEARH 90/91.

An expected addendum to most studies of this type
is a complaint about the shortness of time, and budget,
coupled with a statement about the need for more research.
If the problems requiring investigation are pin-pointed,
it is helpful to other scholars who are searching for areas
for future study. It is a graceful way of asking forgiveness
for real or imagined shortcomings in the study itself. The
inclusion of a chapter on further research fulfills the
usual ritual requirements and it responds to a request of
the Indian-Eskimo Association of Canada and the "Hall
Committee" to give-speeial attention to future research
requirements.

A prior requirement has already been anticipated
in Chapter 5 in suggesting there is a need for an Indian
Culture and Research Centre. This would meet a primary
lack of a central repository for documents of all kinds
related to Indians in Ontario. A very large additional
item of cost in carrying on research and general reportage
results from the inaccessibility of existing documentation.
The data exists but it is widely scattered. In such a
centre documents could be assembled or, if not broughttogeth-
er, copies Neroxed" or otherwise duplicated could be secured.
An active campaign to discover and secure the current out-
flow of writing, photography and other materials is also
needed. Items such as the frontispiece of this study are
sensitive indicators of a state of mind at a certain
moment, but they are easily lost. In the long run this
data would be computerized, but undoubtedly the basic
discovery and indexing of materials must come first.

A simple listing, then a servi e of cumulative
annotation is needed. Only a special library with a good
budget and an aggressive policy of accession can provide
the basic service which must accompany a broad commitment
to extending knowledge in this aspect of inquiry into the
human condition.

It is not possible,in the narroW confines of this
study to outline a full scale PrOjeotion of all the fields
of investigatien nor _to supply a design or research for
any single topic.; Nonetheless we will touch on-both
dimensions, (the'ulde range of-problems, and -the.individual
topic), knowing theresultant unevenness inherent-in so
doing.

It may be further stated that the findings,
opinions and recommendations of this studY ars, to a
considerable degree, analogous to those which would be
derived from a Aimilar study in any other province.- It
follows, therefore, that the reader may well assume his
prerogative of extrapolating, particularly as regards
policies and programmes Which are suited to broader
aPPlication than within a single province.
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The Global View

92-

The fields of i-.quiry under which the Indian
question might be pursued are as follows:

Archeology
Biology and Genetics
History
Political Science
Geography
Economics
Psychology
Social Science and Ethnology

The foregoing are areas in which theoretical
work could be done. Besides this there are accompanying
applied fields, each of which has a potential scope for
action, or operational research.

Medicine and Public Health
Government and Public Administration
Social Work and Welfare
Regional and Social Planning
Education, at all age levels
Community Development, and allied
efforts of self help.

Specific_Problems

Iffithin the range of the global outline of fields
of inquiry, a series'of specific problems are nowilisted,
ae they Were suggested by others or as theY: arese from the
day to dayexigencies of examining the topic ofthit paper.
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Bibliography A bibliography for Indian education in
Canada with subsections covering pro-
vincial and denominational reoords would

be a prerequisite to future schblarly and scientific
work. If the bibliography were created under well-
financed auspices, the quality of the works listed could
then be evaluated. This would replicate a selected and
annotated bibliography on the Sociology of Eskimo Education,
published by the Boreal Institute of the University of
Alberta, Edmonton. This was a student project, and as
Professor B. Y. Card notes in his forewo.rd, it will
undoubtedly be revised or superseded by a more complete
and detailed document. It is noteworthy that no such
publication is available on Indian education in Canada
and this lack should be met soon.

Such a bibliography would of necessity cover
Canadian topics, however a compilation of titles covering
a wide range of topics related to Indians in Ontario is
also needed.

Ethnography To encourage utilization of existing
ethnographic accounts of Indian life in
Ontario, hard-to-find materials should

be listed and some out-of-print titles published.

The customs of Indians who lived in Ontario is rich
in ways other than the interminable raiding parties which
up to now have fascinated non-Indian writers. The economic
and political organization of the Indian is well known to
only a few: the way they practised agriculture, how they
preserved food, how they bargained and exchanged goods, and
how inter-tribal arrangements were made. At what level
of political sophistication did we find the Indian 150
years ago? Why were men like Brant and Tecumseh so
"powerful"? This suggests the need for collection of
biographical material, as well as the e hnographic data,
diaries, letters, and illustrations.

Modern ethnographic work should alsO be fostered
on Contemporary nomadic and isol ted group-6 in Northern
Ontexio.

All of this would facilitate academic work. It
wou d also enrich textbook writing, journalistic work,
and background research for film and television production.
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Demographr Detailed monographic work in reqUirda on ths
Indian population of Canada, with sub-analyses
for the provinces and regl,ons. Estimates

would be made on the numbers of Indians, (including those
on and not on band lists). Then analyses would be
prepared on income, oceupation, years of schooling, and
on all the regular census categories. This would then
allow experts, planners, and Indian leaders to consider
the Indian question with some measure of precision.

It is understood that one factor which inhibits
demographic work is the reputed unreliability of census
data for remote areas where enumeration is difficult.
Adequate steps should be taken to improve the quality of
census collection in 1971 where Indian populations are
affeeted. Ontario should be encouraged to keep reoords
of Indian achievement in integrated schools for at least
ten years. The present policy tends to hamper educational
research.

Community A series of community studies of Indian
settlements is proposed on a samAle basis
similar to the method used in the Hawthorn

study. The areas to be studied would be selected so as
to create a typology of communities ranging from those
exposed to urban values to isolated nomadic groups. Those
studies would analyse in depth a wide series of problems,
a number of which are herewith suggested:

the impact of governmental and church enter-
prises on local values and organizations;

the effects of various ameliorating program es
viewed for their effects on locality;

a study of the political structure and decision
making in Indian bands in order to assess the
means whereby .Indian authority concepts can be
utilized;

a study of the problems arising within the
acculturation process relative to family stability
economic and social deprivation and.behaviour.
disorders,in order to gain A fuller understanding,
of the kinds of _pressurea encountered by- Indiana'

_ s

a comparative study of ,the value needs and
satisfactionspand depriVations-of Indians resident
in towns and reserves*

P



a study of decision making on the part of
Indians relative to movement to or from the
reserve or outside of the reserve.

Assumptions A panel of experts should examine a
number of working hypotheses which
underlie large scale governmental

investment, with a view to identifying the assumptions
behind these programmes about administration, learning,
work, mobility, social and individual pathologies. From
these investigations should come the design for a series
of sociological and psychological studies to test these
assumptions empirically.

Adminis rwilon There are many studies and reports
related to government administration but
they are focused on practical operations.

Unfortunately the files of recent projects are restricted
but earlier files are now available in various govern-
mental, ecclesiastical, and commercial archives. These
could become the ,iiipject of fruitful study and analysis.

Of particular interest is the ideology _of
paternalism. This concept ith not yet-rigorously defined
nor its mechanics well understood although current
discontents and dilemmas are attributed to it. ,

After a longtitudinal view of paternalism
was complete, a study of contemporary attitudes and
perceptions could be carried on with Indians and with a
selection of persons now in administrative contact with
Indian people. This would include the usual administrator,
as well as teachers, social workers, provincial educators,
community development officers, volunteers and the like*

In such a study, involving contacts between
Indian groups and government, the hYPotheses of R. D.
Laing could be utilized in studying interPersonal
relations, and his concept of the spiral of Perceptions
aPPlied to the relationship between social systems. In
a preliminary study instruments for a more sophisticated
aPProaeh should be developed whiqh would be useful in
social and administrative theory. (Laing, 1966)

It is thought that this type of:Wide-ranging
qualitative research has muchto recommend it for
exploratory purposes- Undoubtedly__othernotions_ like_
integration and assimilation will bear clarification
through-this type of exploration- In this way some of
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the assertions mac, in this study, government reports
and newspaper acc(dInts could be fully tested.

Ethnicity In this study certain assertions were
made regarding the Indian people of
Ontario. Some of these were based on

informed hunches drawn as much from knowledge of other
minorities and sects as from precise information about
Indians. It is suggested that systematic exploration
of the literature coupled with field investigation could
greatly enhance our knowledge of the evolving Indian
sub-culture. The following points of reference are
suggested:

(a) Comparison between typ-s of Indian
communities in Ontario. Regional
tribal and linguistic differences
could be explored.

Comparison between three minority groups
with strongly contrasting characteristics:
Indian (assuming some common characteristics
are identified), Negro, and Jewish.

Comparison between different religious sects
some of which are exclusively Indian, some
of which carry on an "Indian mission", some
of which manifest sharply contrasting
characteristics. These might include:
Longheuse, Pentecostal, Bahai, Hutterites
and Sons of Freedom.

(d ) Comparison of the appeal of contrasting
political Ideologies to selecting Indian
groups. These would include the established
national political parties, nativistic parties,
Moral Reartnament and trade unions 0

These explorations would result in the construction
of hypotheses which would then be teSted in s,rstematic
studies af cultural identification of the Ontario Indian.

Learning There has been little direct research
in educational preeedure:and.practice_
for Indians. Many judgements, therefore,_ _ _

Anust be subjective while..educational-policy must do
without 'ayateMatie evalUti-tiOna. Indian education in

.

Ontario offers an unusual opportunity for research.
The numbers are_small but-the_ Variety.of settings are
so diverse aa to offer highly suitable condltion-s for
testing and comparison.

There are-federal:and integrated achools
--north=and-the-South -thds providing" four-major- variable-8

_



federal north, federal south, integrated north, integrat d
south. Within each there are tribal and customary varia
tions. For instance the Six Nations schools, with all
Indian teachers, have one type of educational setting,
while other Indian children nearby are in integrated
schools.

No detailed suggestions will be made here for
research, since the release of the Hawthorn-Trembly
report is expected soon. Moreover the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education is elaborating plans for research
in Indian education in Ontario. Within a few months, it
would be timely to call a meeting of interested educators
and social scientists to examine current plans, to
discover gaps, and to search for goals for future r s arch.

Funds A final consideration has to do with
financial support of research. Today the
sources are scattered and the supply

limited. Where research money is available in substantial
quantities statutory boundaries and administrative limit-
ations are inhibiting. At present reeeardh which deals with
operational queStions but which neglects the basic
asaumptions pf the OPeration iS more_likely to seeure supr
port than 'inquiry into more fundamental questiens. It is
nOt suggested the scareity of meney is the Moat important
barrier to the development of Indian research. Eersonnel
are equally hard to find, although men, money..and pro,-
duction are no less closely linke&herethan elsewhere-.
It would help to have a wellrdeveloped researeh-policy.
This could be arrived a.:t jointlyHby SeientiSts dnd-
gOvernmenti, Perhapa under,,the: spenSorship.:.of the Indian-
BakiMO ASSodiation of'-Candda :PrioritieaCOuId be,
eetabliShed and soUrdeS of-funding identified.

It is hoPsd this brief statement
step in that direction.

See also a paper prepared in 1966 by the Indian-
Eskimo:Asaociation of Canada, .Research in_the Canadian
Worth, wherein a stronger demand is made'for 'operation-
g="Jsearch than-is found in this-Taper._ The .need
for operational research is certainly-.great but the
-methodolOgioal tools for objective evaluation are
still not well developed.
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